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one on retiring to rest.” Later on,
“Don’t look so astonished, Charles. judges and money to unravel. The Cultivating Integrity of Character- of memory. In 1855 the, plaee known
young exquisite, superciliously stroking
during the last ten years of his married
as
Mormon
Island,
three
miles
east
of
Josephine really is my niece, only as point, to be proved was the exact date
down his moustache.
life, they “ only kissed eaeh other on
Granite,
was
a
large
town.
At
present
of the cow’s death, so that it might be
There is’a wide difference in the esti
But Charles Early had too many her mother, my sister, was married be
leaving
for or returning from a jour
it
is
a
mere
shadow
of
what
it
was.
In
ascertained whether it occurrred imme mate of justice and right among men.
“ Charles!
Charles!
You won’t gentlemanly instincts to paj’ any heed fore I was born, she is just ten years
ney,”
and
he had very little trouble in
1851
Aurum
City
contained
a
popula
diately or several days after the sale. Some have an instinctive sense of jus
forget to meet my Aunt Stephine at to the waggish hints of his,companions. older than I am.”
making
up
his annual domestic statis
tion
of
1
,
200
,
arid
that
in
those
days
Johnson, of' course, testified that it oc tice; others always have distorted or
*“ Yes but why—”
He stepped forward, chivalrously.
the depot at 12 o’clock precisely ?”
tics.
implied
1,150
active
workers
in
thé
' “ Why did I assume that odious dis curred immediately after he had pur shaded views of right and wrong. The
“ Allow me to carry your basket for
Mrs. Early had followed her tall
guise, you would say ? Just to try chased the cow, and Brown, obstinately difference is not that there is an inten mines, at an average earning of ten
A Large Nose.
brother in-law to the front doorstep, you, ma’arn ?” he said. “ I am the bro
dollars to an ounce per day to the
your stearling worth and native chiv asserted that it did not.
tion to do wrong, but that each has
with the fresh wind blowing her bright ther-in-law of jrour niece, Mrs. Early.”
worker. In 1856 Aurum was in the
alry, Charles. I somehow fancied that
The original cost of the cow was fifty learned to view all moral questions from
And so, my fair correspondent, you
hair about her face, and a scarlet Shet
“ Oh, you be, eh ?” croaked a feeble the young man who was polite and at dollars, but thè grand total paid out to his particular standpoint. Yet right list of decayed towns and ten years In have an unduly prominent nose, and
land shawl drawn picturesquely round voice from under the cap frill.
ter it had “gone glimmering amid the
“ Well tentive to a bent old woman would lawyers and in court fees during'the and wrong are immutable.
wish'to lessen the size of that feature, ■
Each -is J
her delicate shoulders—a pretty woman you may take my umbril and basket,
dream
of things that were.” Even the
have in him the stuff for a good and miserable squabble amounted to seven stamped with its peculiar characteristic
if possible? I am afraid the evil is be
with something of matronly dignity and here’s a paper «of gingerbread I
name of Mathenas Creek is now extinct
teen hundred dollars. Neither plaintiff and these do not change.
noble husband, and——”
yond human remedy. Experiments with
Hence if
subduing the arch mischief that spark fetched along for lunch, and a bottle of
“And may I be your husband, Ste nor defendant would accept any com different views of the moral quality of save in El Doredo county, where it con spring clothspins. and compressors re
led in her merry eyes.
root beer farmer Jenkin’s wife sent me phanie ?” demanded
Mr. Charlie, promise, although their lawyers several a given act are taken it is evident th a t. stitutes àn election precent, or did a sult only in confusion. While an ex
few years ago; aud the Consumnes is
Mr. Charles Early was a stalwart, —its dretful good for pimplesand sich— promptly deducting a favorable infer times offered to end the suit in that one or the pther is wrong.
aggerated mouth may be modified, and
Hence a
now the modern subsitute for the anci
handsome young man, with blue eyes and I ’ve got a striped carpet-bag ence.
an expansive ear concealed, the nose
way. Their bitterness increased as the right view of justice and all the moral
and light brown hair, shadowing a ’fair some’ers, with the key tied on with a
“I—I ’ll think of it,” said Stephanie, years rolled on, and that unfortunate issues is a matter o f training. How ent “ Maconsuina” river. Nobody from must be left to i.tself, naked to the eye
1849 to 1854 called Placerville by any
open forhead. It was a pleasant face bit o’ red tape—and here’s the brass laughing and blushing. ‘,At all events cow seems to have soured whatever may it best be done ?
of criticism and the teeth of the north
other name than “ Hangtown,” which
to look into, with nothing of irresolu tickets for the trunks—checks the fel Charlie, I like you ten thousand times milk of human kindness the two men
We answer by inculating clear per it earned at the hands of a mob and by- wind. But take comfort. A promi
tion or ettieminacy about it and conse low called em, if I remember rightly.” better since I have seen how devoted once possessed.
ceptions of the fundamental principles and-bye exchanged for its present more nent nose is riot so unlovèly a thing on
quently Charles Early had many friends
“ I t ’s all right, ma’am, I assure you,” you were to the poor old woman in the
The fact that a long law-suit will of right. These are simple and plain. euphonious name. As early as the fall the face of a ladjr, and Langtry bangs
—aye, and loyal ones, too.
said Mr. Early.
“ Step into the car snuff-colored dress.”
develope a remarkable memory is illus It is right to tell the truth, to deal of 1848 prospecting had extended from and a plenty of fluffy lace around the
He turned round at the sound of his riage; I will see that your things are
“Upon my word, Stephanie, you trated by this bittèrly-cqntestéd case. honestly, to .respect others’ rights and
neck will- materially aid in casting the
sister-in-law’s voice.
Josephine was brought here directly.”
ought to have been an actress,” said We quote verbatim from the printed to observe the rules of commercial mo Coloma, on the South fork of the unduly" proininent feature into shàpe.
American, over to Weaver creek and
“ What be them fellows laughin’ at?” Mrs. Early, afchly.
one of his most useful and constant
report of the trial, made ten years after rality. To injure another’s reputation northward to the Middle and North Thé pages of "history and the records
demanded Aunt Feny, stopping short,
allies.
“ All the world’s a stage,” quoted the action for damages was begun, and is wrong; and to despoil another of
of royal houses are full of deeds of
forks, and eastward to WeaVertown,
brave men and triumphs of fair women
“No, I ’ll not forget, Josephine, but with one foot on the carriage step, aud Stephanie, “and I have only performed just after the suit’s final-conclusion by property’, even if legally done is wrong.
and the following winter up to Placerwhose noses were as uncompromising
[ I am sorry her godfathers in baptism odaring at Messrs. St.Everil, and Mont- my part. Henceforth I relinquish the a decision in favor of the plaintiff. The original, fundamental principles
ville and Kelsey’s. Within a radius of
martin through the green spectacle profession.”
as
our own. Cæsaf, Charlemagne and
r gave her the name of Stephanie.”
The defendant, Mr. Brown, being in of right and wrong are simple and fifteen miles, from Coloma there were
glasses. “ I guess I ’m as good as they
Napoleon, Semiraris, Queen Elizabeth
“ So you are going to m any my Aunt the witness-stand, was cross-examined plain. It is when we obscure them by
“ Why ?”
existing in the summer of 1850 not less
“Because I know a Stephine i the be, if I ain’t dressed in the last agony Stéphanie, eh ?” said Josephine, as she by the plaintiff’s lawyer.
special influences that we are befogged. than twenty towns, “cities” and camps, and Catherine of Russian, all rejoiced
of
the
fashion.
*
I
’ve
got
$10
sewed
up
met her brother-in-law in the hall, after
prettiest fairy you ever saw. It was
“Mr. Brown, you say you remember There is always a special plea for an the largest being Hangtown, Diamond in an' overgenerous nasal prominence.
when we were all at Woolgrove beach in my flannel waist, over and above a lengthened interview with his fair the day when this cow. was sold?” .
act of spoliation, whether of character Springs, Mud Springs, Georgetown, Why should their physical antitypes,
last month—and if you’ll promise not my traveling expenses,and I ’ll go bail haired goddess. “And you will be my
And, as a rule, there is Uniontown, Spanish Dry Diggings, of lesser fame and broader culture, re
“ Perfectly. I t was just ten years or property.
gret the mark of distinction which na
to tell my sober brother, Bob, I ’ll con it’s more than they’ve got'!”uncle then ?”
ago this month of June.’ On Tuesday, a willingness to allow this special plea Ringgold and Weavertown.
All of
A suppressed laugh ran through the
fide to you a momentous secret, Joseph“ I don’t care if I am your grandfath the 18th.”
peculiar force. It is thus men’s views these, save three or four, have gone ture has placed ineradicablÿ upon their
ine. Have I your pledge of secrecy ?” little assemblage of spectators on the er, now that she has said yes,” was Mr.
“Do you remember the circumstances of right are warped. By nice turns of out of existence, and the three or four faces? If fashion is at Odds with such
platform.
Charles Early’s exultant reply.
IL . “ I promise!”
expression, men convey a false impres remaining are now chiefly supported by à feature then the wise woman will
attending the sale?”
“Do not let their folloy annoy you
“ Well then; I lost my heart to that
sion, when they would scorn to openly orchards and vineyards.— San Fran compel fashion to yield to it, and will
“ I do.”
T w o W a y s of Doing a Thing.
avoid the straight-haired, straight-col
■ beautiful little Stephanie, with her ma’am,” said Early, pleasantly. “ St.
“How did Mr. Johnson come to your lie. By shrewd turns they manage to cisco Ghroniele.
lared order of attire which renders her
f flossy yellow curls, and her pink and Everil, stand back!” lie added, sternly;
complete satisfactory business transac
house?”
[ white complexion, just like your great “ if you have no reverence for old age
nose too conspicuous. She-is. bound
An express train filled with listless,
“ He came in a light buggy. Drove tion, when they would utterly refuse to
A Square B o y .
or womanhood, I will teach you to re sleepylooking passengers, stood in the
in justice to herself to do this. The
l oleander in the drawing room.”
directly and boldly chat. I t is the in
a roan horse.”
“Did you propose to her, Charlie? spect my right hand. This lady is un Pennsylvania Railroad station at New
fashionable
rage for novelty has much
“Did he drive up to the front gate?” directions in morals that need to be
Two or three weeks ago a pedestrian
¡questioned his sister-in-law with »all der ray protection, you will please re York, the other day, on the moment of
to
answer
for
with regard to the dese
These are often dangerous. who was passing a house on Riopelle
“No, sir; he drove right into the barn watched.
rthe eager earnestness of a woman’s member.”
cration
of
“
the
human form divine.”
departure for Philadelphia. The loco yard, and tied his horse at the corner
When the minds of children are plas street heard the sounds of a terrific
Mr. St. Everal retreated, somewhat motive had backed up to the cars and
I
t
has
alternately
bleached and black
curiosity.
tic
and
habits
are
formative
these
great
of the barn.”
struggle going on, and as he looked in
“Not just then, but—another secret discomfited, upon his companion’s toes poured a volume of thick smoke into
ened
the
hair,
and
given
to deadly pois
principles
can
he
solidly
inculated.
“ Do you remember which corner?”
at the front door a boy about twelve
Josephine—I proposed by letter, day and the old lady climbed chuckling into the diet, stifling atmospliere of the sta
And if wisely and carefully done, they years of age, who sat in the balRquietly ons a permanent place on me toilet
“Yes; the northeast corner.”
the carriage.
table. It has squeezed the feet twisted
^before yesterday,”
tion. The travelers lolled in their seats
The best observed:
“And then you went to look at the will answer for years after.
“Young man,” she began, when the looking as though they dreaded the
the ankles and prescribed a gate that is
“ And you have received no answer ?”
education a parent can impart is that
cow, did you?”
“I t ’s only the old folks having a lit
half waddle and all wobble. But so
“Not y e t; I suppose i t ’s too soon; umbrella, lunch paper, basket and bot discomforts of the long, dusty ride,
“ No, we went into the house first.” which leads to integrity of character. tle row, stranger.”
long
as no question is made of intro
but I ’in on thorns and nettles until one tle were safely stowed away, and they but yet were impatient to be whirling
“ Oh. you went into the house first? A sense of right so acute that in all
“Do they have ’em often?” asked the
does reach me. Josephine, if she don’t were rolling rapidly over the city along through the open country, away And what did you do then?”
ducing
the board of the flatheads-and
doubtful issues it will instinctively man.
streets, “you’ve got a good deal of from the smoke, the smell, arid the
the
foot
bandages of China, it may be
have me, I ’ll drown myself.”
“ My wife brought a pitcher of cider seek the true is better for a child than
“Almost every day.”
’Taint every city noise. A slow-moving, surly-looking
assumed
that the nose, whether bulbous,
“ No, Charles, you wont. What ab of moral courage.
from the cellar, and we drank a glass a fortune. I t imparts the elements of
“If I were in your place I ’d stand at
sprig would be as polite to an old cree- boy of 14 or thereabouts, passed
beakish,
tiptilted
or “ sharp as a pen,”
surd nonsense.”
character
that
command
confidence,
apiece aud then went olit to look at the
the door here and charge admission fee.
“Then I ’ll do worse ; I ’ll subside to ture as you’ve been, with all them noisy through the train, cailing out:
will
be
permitted
to remain untouched.
and
in
the
main
secure
success.
A
cow.” ’
I t ’s worth the money to see a family
a cross-grained, fidgety old bachelor fellurs pokin’ fun at you.”
If
you
preserve
an easy ’ temper, eat
“ Fa-a-ns, 5 cents.”
rough,
hard
man
in
Australia
came
to
“Your wife has died since then, has
riot like this, and you might as well
Our hero was somewhat embarrassed
grumbling incessantly at everything
wholesome
food
and
exercise properly,
He spoke in a dreary, disconsolate she not?”
the celebrated Henry Reed. He had make a few dollars as to let the chances
; and everybody for the rest of my na- at this plainly spoken compliment.
your
nose
need
never
cause you a mo
tone, which made the people feel more
managed to^ place himself on the pen slip.”
“ Yes.” ' '
“ I hope, madam,” he- said,.“ I shall tired and languid than ever. He went
ment
of
worry.
Whatever
its shape it
; tural days; see if I don’t.”
“ Can you recall the date of her death?’ sion rolls of the British army by fraud.
The boy said he would think of it,
never be found lacking in the essential from the smoking car to the rear of the
“ Charles-, you’re a goose.”
will
be
exactly
suited
to
your
other
At this point the judge interfered, to He lived in a poor way on this pension. and the pedestrian waited until the
“ So are all the young men who-have qualities of a gentleman in whatever train and sold just two fans.
features,
and
your
face
will
présenta
ask the reason for this irrelevant mat All his energies were blunted by his man had choked the woman As black
[the misfortune to fall in love.
I t ’s circumstances I may be placed.”
perfect harmony of outline. Left to
A colored boy, about the same age, ter. The lawyer informed the court sense of _wrong, and h%did not succeed
as a plum and then passed on. Yester
The antique dame nodded her cap- followed immediately after him, with
their normal condition. What time did
that it had a very important bearing in life. Reed, hearing his story and day he chanced that way again, and itself and not vitiated by bad blood or
' you say the train' arrives? Twelve! frills, and held silently on to her um a big armful of new bamboo fans. The on the case, .aqd after a squabble with his wish to reform, said to him that first
a diseased mind, this nose or any other
there was another row going on, and
I shall have to get a carriage, I sup brella, without venturing any further difference in the two lads was striking. the other lawyer, he was allowed to of all he must surrender his pension,
nose, will be precisely as it should be.
the same boy sat on the door-step.
pose, to transfer the rheumatic-y old remark, they reached Mrs. Robert Ear The darkej' had a cheery, business-like
Unvexed nature never makes a mis
an.d, that as soon as able he must re
proceed.
“ I ’ll see the show,” said the man, as
lady here without any breakage of ly’s mansion.
take
in thes matters.
way with him which appealed directly
turn
all
he
had
drawn,
principal
and
in
“ Can you recall the date of her
he pulled out his wallet. “Has my ad
Josephine was waiting for them on to the comfort and to the pockets of
bones. Does she walk with a gold
terest.
The
man
did
so.
Under
his
vice profited you?”
the threshold; she clasped her ancient the perspiring passengers. In a pecu death?”
A T errib le R ebuke.
headed cane?”
relieved sense he was able to arouse his
“
Well,
no,
not
exactly.”
“ Stranger, I can’t take your money*”
“Yes, and she wears a wig and spec relation closely to her arms, and there liar, boyish voice, as mellow as a flute,
energies, and obtained wealth and posi replied the lad.
“ Can’t you give the year?”
An old man whom age had made
tacles, and talks through her nose, and was a sort of triumphial procession up he called out:
tion.
“
It
was
five
or
six
years
ago.”
“
Why?”
helpless
and decrepit was obliged to de
takes snuff from a tortoise shell box I” to her apartment, which Charles was
“ Keep yo’selves c-o-o-o-1, now, ladies
There are many lives like his, blight
“
What
month
was
it?”
“
Because
I
’m
a
square
boy.
For
a
pend
entirely
for his subsistence and
“ Angels and ministers of grace defend rather at a loss to understand.
an’ gemmen! C-o-ney Island breezes!
ed by false position, taken in moments week or so evety fight in there was as care upon his son’s family. While
“
I
don’t
remember.”
“ One would think Josephine never A big fan only 5 cents! Zephyrs from
u s! Josephine, how did you ever come
of weakness, and from which there is square as a dice and worth the price of taking his food his hand trembled so
“ Was it in the spring?”
to have such an aunt ? And how did had an aunt fresh out of Noah’s ark de billows! Buy ’em while you cant”
not moral courage to escape. I t is wise admission, but as soon as a crowd be that he often spilled it upon the table
“
I
don’t
recollect.”
her name happen to be Stephanie, in before,” lie muttered to himself, as lie
The effect was like a draught of cool
to guard children from it, and, inas an to come and the gate money begang cloth, and his son had him take his
“Summer,
perhaps?”
took up the newspaper and went out to air. Everybody at once wanted a fan.
stead of Doreas or Tryphosa ?”
much aS contingencies cannot be watch to run up to eighty or ninety cents, meals out of an earthen dish in the
“Don’t
recall.”
.
“ We need to call her ‘Aunt Feny,’ the vine shaded piazza, there to while The darkey was as much in demand as
ed, it is best to inculate fundamental dad and mam began to hippodrome on corner. The dish fell out of his tremb
“Don’t
j'ou
remember
whether
it
for
short,” said
Mrs.
Early, away the time until such period as the newsboy on an early train from the
truths. These are like the polar star the public. That blood on his nose ling hands and was broken, which so
was
spring,
summer,
autumn,
Or
win
mischievously, and her brother in law lunch should be announced.
suburbs. People left their seats to
to the sailor, a guide amid storm and was put there half an hour ago, and vexed his son and his wife that they
ter?”
strode down the street, whistling, but ■ “Charlie 1”
avoid getting left. In two cars the boy
sunshine. All else can be made to con mam’s black eye is three weeks old. bought him a wooden dish for his fu
“
No,
I
don’t.”
.
He had exhausted the paper long ago sold 67 fans. He could have sold as
not for lack of thought, as he went.
form if the essential principles are They want me to stand in with them ture use.
“
Well,
then,
let’s
come
back
to
the
“1 wish my Aunt Feny was in the and had nearly fallen into a dose; but many more if he had had them. He
cow. Mr. Johnson testifies that the right. If these are unsettled we may and deceive the public, but I can’t do
The next day the little grandson was
Red Sea,” “ but I suppose I must oblige at his sister-in-law’s summoning voice jumped off the platform as the train
as well seek to watch the winds as to it. Let the best man win or quit the discovered at work with chisel and
cow
died
the
day
after
he
bought
her.
he started to his feet and entered the moved from the station with his pocket
Josephine.”
What is your testimony on that point?” keep guard over the well-being of chil business, is my motto.. Pass on stran hammer upon a log of wood.
So at 12 o’clock precisely, Mr. house.
full of change and his heart full of joy.
“No such thing!’’ exclaimed Mr. dren. Hence to instal integrity of ger, for this is a put up job to gull the
“ What in the world are you doing
“Aunt Stephanie wants to thank you “ Golly!” he shouted, “dat was quick
Charles Early stood on the platform at
Brown
excitedly. She died on----- [giv character in a child is the best legacy confiding public.”— Detroit Free Press. there,' my son,” said the father.
for
all
your
kindness
to
her
this
morn
the depot watching the long train as it
business.” The other boy stared in ing the exact date], four days after the that cart possibly be conferred.—Ex.
The little fellow did not want to tell,
[ slowly glided in like a fire-throatecf ing,” said Josephine.
stupid astonishment and wondered how sale!”
A N ovel Record.
and
his mother asked, “ What are you
“Confound
Aunt
Stephanie,”
thought
I serpent.
it was done.
“ Gentlemen,” said the lawyer, quietly Californias D ecayed Mining towns,
doing
there, my son? Tell me at once?”
Mr,
Early,
advancing
slowly
toward
“There comes your antediluvian old
A recently diseased Frenchman kept
turning to the jury, “ I leave you to
“ Oh,” said he, “ I ’m making a little
H e Couldn’t Rem em ber.
hag, Charlie,” said Guy St Everil, with the front room, where in a 'sort of ar
judge whether such testimony as this
All of the old*. California mining a novel record. Twenty years ago he trough, like the one piggie eats out of.”
a laugh, as a brisk but somewhat bent tificial twilight, produced by satin cur
“ What'are you going to do with the
A curious litigation which has been is reliable. Mr. Brown has a wonder towns are in a decayed or. decaying married, and on his wedding day took
figure, wrapped from head to foot in a tains and Venetian blinds, he could
the original resolution to keep a yearly pig-trough, my son?”
ful
memory.
It
reaches
back
to
little
condition.
Some
of
them,
most
flour
going
on
in
a
town
in
an
eastern
State,
voluminous cloak of snuff-colored bom- dimly descry a figure.
account of the number of kisses ex
“ Why, mother, said the little boy,
Suddenly Josephine threw back the illustrates the absurd length to which a details that happened ten years ago. ishing from 1849 to 1854 or 1856, are
baizine, with a huge circular cape of
changed with his wife until their union “ I ’m making it for you and father to
He
has
described
the
cow
very
accu
blotted
from
existence
and
lost
to
memlaw-suit
may
be
carried.
Ten
years
the same, stepped out of the last car shadowy drapeies, and there instead of
rately. He remembers every little inci ery, save in the immediate neighbor became severed by the death of one or eat out of when I ’m a man!”
by the aid of an iron-headed cane. Her a bent and crooked old woman stood ago, a man whom we will call Brown,
dent of the sale, and is positively cer hood where they once stood. Nearly the other. J ust before lie died he con
I t was a lesson in time to the father
bonnet curiously bent and crumpled, a lovely girl of 18, with deep blue eyes sold a cow to a neighbor, whose name
tain of the date of the animal’s death. every one of the placer mining coun fided this account to a friend for pub and mother, and grandfather alter this
was
Johnson.
At
the
time
of
the
sale,
and
golden
curls
set
off
with
a
white
barely covered a huge frilled cap; she
But he can’t tell whether bis wife, who ties has some such melancholy unwrit lication. During the first year of wed had a place at the table, and was treat
wore a bright brown wig, set a little muslin dress, with abundance of float Brown warranted the cow to be per
died
only five or six years ago, died in ten histore's of its own.
Perhaps El ded life the kisses exchanged reached ed as one of the family, and not like a
awry over her forhead, and massive ing ribbons looped and knotted about fectly sound and well, but soon after
Dorado,
where
the
first
placer
was dis to the colossal figure of 36,500, or a worn out brute.
the
spring,
summer,
autumn,
or
winter.”
Johnson bought her she sickened and
green spectacles sat astride of her nose it.
The
jury
-brought
in
a
verdict
of
covered,
has
the
most.
In
1850
there hundred a day on an average; but in
“ Stephanie Osborne 1” he ejaculated, died.
while brown cotton gloves adorned
A mis is a Japanese measure of
dapiages
for
the
plaintiff,
and
this
queer
stood
an
exceedingly
lively
town
on a the following twelve months there was
Johnson at once brought suit against
her hands, and a green umbrella, carried instantly recognizing his fair enchan
a
notable
decrease,
not
more
than
16,length
1,500 yards long. This is a miss
case
came
to
an
end.
stream
known
as
Mathenas
creek,
a
Brown for selling him an unsound cow
under her arm, threatened, with its tress of. the seaside. ‘
000 being ] inscribed on the register, that is very near as good as a mile.
tributary
of
the
Consumnes,
which
A
good
memory
is
an
excellent
thing
by
false
representations.
Brown
de
“ No—my Aunt Stephanie!” interr
brass ferule, the eyes of whosoever was
nied any misrepresentation, affirmed to have if one indulges in the luxury “ forty-niners” christened by the pre while the third year shows a still
rash enough to crowd her movements terrupted Josephine demurely.
“No,” said the tramp, “ I never
The greater falling off, the average number
“ What mystery is this!” demanded that the cow was well at the time of of a law-suit, but it should not be cul tentious name of Aurum City.
in the rear.
meant to come here again. I was head
of
kisses
being
but
ten
a
day.
And
country
was
full
of
cities
in
those
early
tivated
too
much
in
one
direction.
“Aunt Fenny’s self, as I live and Early, looking with a puzzled from one sale, hired a lawyer and entered into a
days.
Beside Sacramento City the after the lapse of five years a further ing for a town forty miles north of here,
bitter legal fight with Johnson.
breathe !” echoed Bruce Montmartin. to the other. “ Are you—”
but I shaped my course by a railroad
“ Guilty, qr not, guilty?” asked s county of Sacramento had a place to reduction is recorded, and the accountThe case was tried before several
“ I am the veritable old lady of the
“ Charlie, if I were you, I ’d run from
keeper’s task was simplified, for Only map I got at the depot.” They con
railroad train,” laughed the. golden courts, but it was not decided for ten Dutch justice of a prisoner. “Not guil ward its eastern line called Prairie City
it.”
which lasted till about 1865 and then two kisses were exchanged during each cluded his excuse was a good one apd
“Drop her in the gutter aud make off haired lassie with a becoming glow - of years, owing to a tangle of legal tech ty.” ’ “ Den what do you want here?
vanished out of sight, sinee then out twenty-fonr hours —“one on rising, let him go.
nicalities, which required time, lawyers, Go apout your pizness.”
with yourself,” suggested another

DISGUISED.

colorinherclicejts.

ing very.cold; the inner pipe descends
seven hundred feet*; the water is strong
A horse at Riverside, L. L, by his ly impregnated with sulphur and iron,
weakness for eating chickens, is causing and,.compared with the temperature of
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.'.
his owner considerable trouble. The the'twin stream, is quite warm.
horse eats the] chickens,» feathers and
C O L L E G E V IL L E , M O N T G ., CO., PA .
all, whenever he can manage to catch
Philadelphia Produce Market.
them.
E. S. M OSER, Editor and Proprietor
F lour .
An Arizona man has. sued a local
T h e Happening of th e Unexpected. paper because it announced that he was Pennsylvania Extra Family
4 25 ® 4 50
T hursday, Ju ly 31, 1884.
4 <75 @ 5 30
Western Extra
From the New York Sun.
the father of a thieving boy a week old. Rye
5 75 @ 3 80
Flour
The best thing that Mr. Blaine ever The editor meant to say “ thriving.”
G R A IN .
Are you troubled with the Insects? If so.
F ive hundred cattle in the Chicago did for his party—the one service which
There
is
living
near
Coneville,
Fla.,
00
98
New
Red
Wheat
call on
it
was
his
good
fortune
to
render
to
yards are to be killed on account of a
«3 @ 64
Corn
his country—was when he smashed the a colored man named Romeo, who is Oat«
40
38
disease known as “bloody murrain”
wedded
to
a
maid
of
his
race
called
Ju70
unit rule in the Republican Convention
@, .72
Ryy, m ,
liet.
This
couple
have
twins
whom
existing among them.
of 1880. The welfare of the Country, they have named Romulus and Remus,
the best interests of his party, and his and the family is conveyed to church Clover
9X
9
45
C leveland has been notified of his own ambition coincided as he struck on Sundays by a horse named Pontius Flaxseed
60
1 50
Timothy
the third term conspiracy. Did
nomination for the Presidency. In re down
he imagine then that in four years Pilate.
P R O V IS IO N S .
sponse to the address of the Committee John A. Logan, one of the principals
I t is said that by following this simple
16 50 @17 00
Governor Cleaveland made a short in that conspiracy, would be running method almost instant relief of earache Mess Pork
(111 50 @12 50
Mess Beef
on
the
same
ticket
with
him,
and
that
is
afforded:
Put
five
drops
of
chloro
20
00 @21 00
speech.
Dried Beef
@31 00
Gen. Grant, would be a bankrupt in form on a little cottom or wool in the Beef Hams
14%@ 15
Hams
business and in ’politics?
bowl
of
a
clay
pipe,
then
blow
the
va
10%
10 @
A detachment of United States cav
How little could he imagine then por through the stem into the aching 8ides
9 @
Shoulders
9K
alry was recently mastered in a skir that the same unit rule by which the ear.
8%
8 @
Pickled Shoulders
8%
8%@
Lard.
mish with 200 armed Indians, on the majority of the Republican Convention
Phoœnixville, Pa.
A Brooklyn man, who was angered
refused
to
abide
would,
four
years
Philadelphia Hay Market.
frontier. This accounts for the rumor of
by
his
wife’s
neglect
to
mend
his
panta
later, be tamely accepted by a Demo
P h i l a d e l p a i a , July 26, 1884.
another little Indian war.
cratic Convention, and would be used loons, hung them out of a front window
And purchase as many adjustable
During the week ending the above date there
of
his
residence
with
a
placard
on
them
to force to the head of the Democratic
were
received
at
the
-FarmersHay
and
Straw
T he reduction in the production of party a man of whom at that time he stating that fact, and ascribing it to Market 257 loads o f hay and 70 o f straw, which
Mosquito and F ly Screens
laziness on her part.
were sold at the following prices:
cotton goods promises to silence for a had probably never heard!
Prime Timothy Hay per 100 pounds 1 00@1 10
Such
are
the
surprises
of
politics,
. “• - .
“
90@1 00
Partial returns to the Post, Office Mixed
month or more one-half of the spindles which is full of the marvellous, the un
1 00@1 10 As you have windows at 35 CENTS EACH, and
Department for the last quarter of the Straw per 100 pounds,
engaged in making cotton in New Eng expected, and the grotesque.
at the same time you can examine their
Philadelphia Cattle Market.
fiscal year of 1883-4 indicate a falling
land. The cause is over production,
off in receipts of about $2 ,000,000 in
Beef cattle were unsettled, and a fraction
they say.
OUR W A S H IN G T O N L E T T E R . comparison with the previous year. As lower. 4400 head arrived and sold at the dif
yards at 4%a7%c. per lb., as to condition.
this is the result of the reduction of ferent
Sheep were a fraction higher. 11,000 head ar
W ashington, D. C., July 28 1884.
letter
postage
from
three
to
two
cents
rived and sold at 2%a5%e. and Lambs at 3a7%c.,
St. John, Ex-Governor of Kansas
to condition.
From a report recently submitted to it is plain that the department will soon as Hogs
has been nominated for President by
were in demand. 4,600 head arrived
reach
a
self-sustaining
basis
again
in
and sold at the different yards at 7%a8c. per
the Prohibitionists. The cold water the Secretary of War, it seems that the spite of the reduction.
lb., as to quality:
cost to the Government for the mainte
Leather and Cotton Fly Nets, Ear Tips, &c.
standard-bearers attract the attention of nance of disabled and decrepit soldiers
Maud S. recently trotted a mile in
the politicians of both the Democratic at the different Homes in the country 2 :11^,and Bair, her driver, was not veryH A Y E YOU SE ES
AA
and Republican parties. The Prohibi is $583 per annum per capita, or $50 well either. All Jay-Eye-See’s perfor
The
new
style
Parasols,
just
out
this
season
?
tionists, evidently, have become an in per month for each m an! But with mances this year have been with a Leopold’s have them, and you make a mistake
this extravagant figure as the cost of driver in excellent health, so it seems
teresting body in politics.
maintenance, -there remains to be in as though the mare must be a little the il you buy without examining them.
French Armures in the latest shades are
cluded the cost of clothing and other better of the two quadrupeds.
FIFTY different shades ; jc one pound, pint,
among the new dress goods just opened at Leo quart, half-gallon, otic and five gallón, cans.
T he Chairman of the Democratic necessaries, which aggregate at least
Remember the place.
One hundred and twenty-six million pold’s.
National Committe has been singled another $100 per year, and which
Albatros in a nice line of new shades at Leo
five cent pieces have been coined, but
brings
the
expense
up
to
an
amount
pold’s. Prices very,low for the quality.
out and his name is Wm. H. Barnum.
that would warrant the Government in large as that number seems to b e a t
N. H. BENJAMIN & CO.
New line of all wool Buntings have come in
He occupied the same position in 1880. distributing these military wards of the first glance it only allows a little over
at Leopold’s.
Jos.
Fitwater
&- Son’s Old Stand.
His claim to political distinction rests, nation among the first-class hotels of two for each man, woman and and child
The largest variety of Silks in Blacks, solid
to a great extent, upon the power of the country in the winter, and give the in the nation, and for “making change” colors, and fancy Summer Silks to be found in
money—like a great many other polit advantage of the best summer resorts people in business require many more Pottstown, is at Leopold’s.
than their average allotment.
If you want a Black Silk which will not cut
ical moguls in both parties.
The se in the sultry season. I t is too palpably
evident that our Soldier’s Homes are
Leopold's is the place to go fôr it.
Those
were
very
old
cigars
which
lection of Wm. A. Wallace would have run upon the system that makes our
Wraps of every description ean be advanta
were given the other day to the Span
been a wise choice.
army so efficient, to wit: a regiment of ish
geously procured at Leopold’s.
consul
at
Portland,
Me.
They
of officers for a company of privates.
Rhatzamere and Ottoman Silks for suits and
weré a lot of 2000 sent to his predeces wraps
The
position
of
-Commissioner
of
the
in large variety at Leopold’s.
J ust listen to what brother Robarts
sor thirty-eight years ago, but which
Cloths for Ladies’ Coats in many different
new Bureau of Statistics yet remains failed to come into his hands before he
has to say :
styles and qualities among the new ones just
unfilled, though there is manifestly no , was transferred from his post.
opened at Leopold’s.
“ How can we tell that Blaine will be lack of candidates. The President had
Jerseys at lower prices and In larger variety
During the present harvest season in
elected ? Easy enough. Get up at four at one time made.up his mind to appoint
of
styles than ever before, can now be found at
Italy
the
reapers
have
earned
a
dollar
Mr.
John
Jarrett
to
the
lace,
but
just
as
o iJock'Tn the morning and the ambient
air will tell you so. Walk abroad when he was on the point of signing his com and a half per day, which they' consider Leopold’s.
Plaited Jerseys, Slashed Jerseys and Braided
the mantle of night is spread, look to mission, some meddlesome fellow re extraordinary wages. Their work lasted
the over-arching sky, and you will membered that Jarrett had made a sour fourteen hours daily, from 4 A. M. to Jerseys among the new stock1at Leopold’s.
Victoria Lawns, India Linens, Dotted Swiss,
-A T notice the stars and the planets forming rilous attack upon Mr. Arthur in a 8 P. M., with intervals for meals, which and
other white dress goods in large variety at
consisted
of
mush
and.
oil.
Bologna
public
speech
at
Pittsburg,
and
now
for a grand procession in honor of that
Leopold’s.
Embroideries and Laees in choice styles at
sausage, rice, beans, cheese, and wine,
Jarrett mourns and kicks himself for
event.”
-,
senseless and useless slip of the tongue ta k e n a t 7, 12, a n d 6 o ’c lo c k . Outside Leopold’s.
Chambrays,
Seersuckers, Ghlnghams, SatT ru ly , a very unique wunJ-picture —a that is costing him $5,000 a year.
of the season their hands find little to teens, Linen Lawns,
all new, at Leopold’s.
gushing peroration that would reflect
Muslin Underwear for ladies, made from mus
Ex-Governor Warmoth, of Louisiana do, and they sicken often front down
lin manufactured by the Fruit of the Lobm Mills
no little credit upon a full-fledged col who cut so much of a figure in that right starvation and stagnation.
and made in the best possible manner, is being
sold at Leopold’s at exceedingly low prices, in An elegant, fine Sil
lege graduate, or an, accomplished State during the milk and honey days
The
largest
organ
in
the
world
has
order to build up a trade in this line, It cannot
of carpet bag reign, was in the city
writer of romance, love, and story. It, several days recently and has just left just been completed by Walok, of Lud- pay any lady to make her own underwear as well ver-plated Spoon giv
to buy this make of goods made up, as the en away with a mam
is a spontaneous outflow from the well- for Europe via Boston. He married a wigsburg, and placed in the cathedral as
prices are very little more than the cost of the moth 3 lb. bar of
church
of
Riga.
The
colossal
instru
spring of exhuberating fancy, and rich wife some time ago, and is now
materials vlnmade.
“ID EA L” W h i t e
ment measures thirty-six feet in width,
Summer gloves of every desirable kind are
knocks the average flight of spread- prosperous sugar planter. The sugar thirty-two feet from back to front, and opened
Soap, price, only 25
at Leopold’s. ,
Spring Hosiery in fine as well as low priced cents.
SPECIAL
eagleism clear out of time and tune. planters of Louisiana find that under sixty-five feet high. I t Contains no less
goods, in many different grades, from 5 cents to
existing conditions it costs above five
The answer is entirely satisfactory, cents per pound to produce sugar, than 6826 pipes, distributed among 124 81, at Leopold’s.
DRIVE IN MUS
Go to Leopold’s for first-class dressmaking.
brother, so far as it goes, but we fear which they have to sell for just about sounding stops.
LINS. New York
Do you want the best Sewing Machine in the
it is too sweet and lovely to live through the same amount. Unless some change
Mills, 12e, former
While a negro was ploughing near market * Go to Leopold’s.
occurs they will soon have to come tp La Grange, La., the other day, he turn
ly 14. Wamsutta
the frosts of September.
HOWARD
LEOPOLD,
a full stop. They are informed that in ed up a bumble bee’s nest. The mules
12c., formerly. 14.
POTTSTOWN, PA.
France a milling process is used which did not linger long, but took to the
Williamsville, 12,
CONGRESSIONAL.
yields about twenty per cent more sac woods. The plough caught in the root
formerly 14. Fruit
CHOICE, NEW CLOVER SEED,
Mr. T hropp, one of the Congress charine matter than that in use in of a tree, holding the mules fast 'until
of Loom, 10 c., for
Bran, Chop Cob Corn, &c. &c.; on
Louisana, at no greater expense. Gov.
ional aspirants of this district, is warm Warmouth goes to France to examine the bees stung them to death. The
merly 12 c. Loushand and for sale by
negro was so badly- stung that he raved
dale, 10c., formerly
ing up. In a letter published in several this process. He desires to take with like a madman for two days, ..
F. W. W ETH ERILL,
12. Hill, 10, former
of the county papers he aVers that Dr. Dr. George E. Spencer, one of the
ly 12. These are best
L. J. Rose has sold his estate, proba
Evans not only promised he would not chemists of the Agricultural Depart
—A R C O L A M I L L S , —
makes, o t h e r s re
bly the finest in California, for $750;.Areola Mills.
be a candidate in 1884, but wanted him ment, if he can obtain for him leave of 000. The plantation is known as Sunny Collegcville, P. O., Pa.
duced in same proporabsence for that purpose. Warmoth
to combine against Weand. The Dr. used to be an exceedingly handsome Slope, near Pasadena, and it contains
tion. We have a
denies the statement, although he has man, and he is still fine looking, though more than two thousand acres of wellbargain in fine lin
watered
land.
The
orange
crop
was
not been heard from in print. A ques years -have changed his appearance
en shirt fronts,
sold
on
the
trees
by
Mr.
Rose
this
somewhat.
I
saw
him
at
Willards
tion of veracity has been raised and it
Remnants of 5. to
at the breakfast table with Kel year for $16,000, and the vintage last
ought to be settled by somebody, but seated
10 yds of very best
logg who persisted in reading Blaine’s year from one thousand acres of vines
calicoes, only 6 c.
who is equal to the emergency? While letter to him with approving comments. was one thousand eight hundred tons
per yard.
we have reason to believe that there is From Warmoth’s manner and expres of grapes.
-O FSTOCK
sion
of
countenance,
I
judged
he
did
“ more truth than poetry” in what Mr.
Job lot of writing paper,
The descendants of Rebecca Nourse,
Tbropp says, we advise him, kindly, to not feel a very deep interest in the
invitation cards and en
Plumed
Knight’s
lengthy
epistle.
who
was
hanged
as
a
witch
at
Salem,
velopes in boxes from 10 c.
draw his correspondence to the papers
to 20 c. per box. Men's blue
Secretary Lincoln is the onlj- Cabi Mass., on July 19, 1692, held an anni
flannel shirts from 95 c.to ¡$1.50.
to a close as quickly as possible. The net member in Washington, the Presi versary reunion at Danvers, a few days
A beautiful decorated cup and
less public talking a candidate does in dent intending to-day to sail in the ago, at which about 200 of her repre
saucer given away with a pound o f
best green and black tea mixed at 60 c.
newspaper columns, the better it is for Dispatch■for a visit to Newport and a sentatives were present. Benjamin F.
pound. Rio coffee 14 c., 17 c. and 20 c.
Kettle coffee 20 c. Java coffee 30 c. Fresh
him in the end. That’s been our ob general cruise along the eastern coast Nourse of Boston, presided, and ar
to last four or five days, after which he rangements were made for the erection
Akron Oat meal 5 c . lb. Very best syrup
servation , heretofore.
55 c. gal. New crop New Orleans molasses
will go to the Katskill Mountains to of a monument to be dedicated a year
75 c. gal. • Two large sacks of fine table salt 9 c.
In this connection we will add that break bread with Gen. Sharp. Secre hence. An interesting feature of the
Large sack Liverpool ground salt only $1.00.
the congressional fight in this district tary Chandler is also on the salt sea occasion was a letter from the poet M U S L I N S ,
Caustic soda in 5 pounds cans @ 8 c.
Choice brands of can corn, peas and
promises to be a very interesting con wave in the Tallapoosa, having his fam Whittier expressing the opinion that
tomatoes @ 10, 11 and 12 c. Finest
ily
on
board
for
an
eastern
trip.
Sec
in
the
execution
of
Rebecca
Nourse,
evaporated peaches 20 c . tb. Full
test, and is likely to be a bitter one.
retary Teller is in Colorado at his home, the people of Salem hanged the best
cream New YorK cheese 17 c. lb.
The fact can be no longer disguised where he can get more real genuine re Christian woman among them.
New YorK picKles 10 c. dozen.
We make a specialty of all
that the opposition to Dr. Evans is cuperation from official vicissitudes
Kinds of oils. Sappho safety
In
a
town
in
Normandy
lives
ah
aged
growing both in numerical strength than from a lifetime of seashore friv
.oil 18 c . g a l. Head Light
lady
named
Marie
Durant,
much
visited,
oil $1.50 test, white only
Secretary Frelinghuysen has
and persistent determination.
I t is olity.
-WOOD
AND
WILLOW
WARE14 c. gal. Large stocK
who is believed to be 123 years and a
claimed by many that Dr. Evans has forsaken the country and gone to New- few weeks old, but who, when asked,
Jersey. Postmaster General Gresham
[ SHOVELS, of ladies and children’s fine shoes, also men’s
FORKS, I
had his share, and that he is in no way is in Indiana and “ Brewster, Attorney with true feminine instinct declares she NAILS,
boots and
shoes
at
exceedingly
low
HQES.
RAKES, .
does not know. F o r ninety-six years
prices. Every pair warranted. Large selected
entitled to a renomination. They ask, General,” is at Long Branchs t o c K o f queens and glassware 6 in . plates
Politics makes strange bedfellows, she has been a widow, and during her
“ what has Evans done that he should
----- COMPLETE STOCK O F-----English stoneware only 60 c . doz. 7 in. plates
lifetime four kings have ruled, the stars
Euglish
stoneware only 70 c . doz.
and
the
career
of
the
Republican
party
receive more honor and greater emolu
of two emperors have risen and set, and
in
the
last
dozen
years
has
developed
a
ments than any other Congressman
revolution in political sentiment that is three republics have been established.
since the organization of the district? without anomaly in American history. She lives exclusively on vegetable diet,
A t bottom prices. I am thankful to
There is some force in this question. The sight presented in New York this but is always ready for a petit verre of
the public for past favors and hope to
cognac,
and
says
she
would
have
died
In fact it is a knotty problem. Stren week of such men as T. W. Higginson,
merit continued patronage.
Collegeville, Fa.
but
for
frequent
doses
of
it
during
a
uous efforts will be made to defeat Charles R. Codman, George William recent illness. Her skin is brown and
Curtis and Carl Schurz, each endeavor
F . B. R U SH O N G ,
Evans in the Convention, and if per ing to outdo the other in lavishing wrinkled and all the flesh seems Xo have
T H E POPULAR
disappeared
from
under
it
though
there
chance he should be bominated there praises upon the Democratic candidate
T rap p e, F a .
DINING ROOMS,
will be an after-clap of political thun for the Presidency and in denunciation are still small veins of color on her
withered
cheeks.
der such as has not been heard for some of the party to which they have been
Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street, near
Main, Norristown,
The town of Selma, Ala., claims to
time. The field is against Evans, and attached since its organization, is one
that indicates a determination on the have the most wonderful artesian well
H A R R Y B . L O N G , Propriator,
on whom can the forces be centred ? part of the people to have a change in
B A N
K E R S ,
in
the
world,
and
it
would
seem
with
Is
the
place
to go to get anything you may de
We can’t say, just now. In addition to the character of our national adminis
sire In the eating line, prepared in the best style,
good reason. The remarkable feature
N o r r is to w n , P a .
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest
S po t .
Mr: Thropp, Theo. Bean, Esq., is an tration.
in the case is that two separate streams
and best in town, done up in every style. Remem
nounced as a candidate and later infor
of water, of entirely different properties
ber the place and favor it with your patronage
when
in town.
mation leads to the opinion that Geo.
Rev. Joseph Cook has been figuring flow from this welb The singular ef
fect
in
question
is
produced,
it
seems,
about
our
future
population.
He
esti
Interest Paid on Deposits.
N. Corson, Esq., will enter the fray
Send six cents for postage, and re
and that his numerous friends will mates that in the year 2100 our popu by the simple insertion of a two-inch
M ONEY TO LOAN.
c e iv e free, a costly box o f goods
The
lation will be 400,000,000; in the year pipe within a four-inch tube.
which
will
help
all, of either sex, to more money
urge him forward with a will. ‘^Any 2200 it will be-800,000,000; in the year larger pipe descends to a depth of some
right away than anything else in this world. For
a
n
d
body to beat Evans" is the cry. The 2300 it will be 1,600,000,000, and in the four hundred feet, the water having no
tunes await the workere absolutely sure.
At
once address T rue & Co., Augusta, Maine.
BOUGHT AND SOLD.
mineral qualities or character, aud be.
pomination of either Thropp, Bean, year 2400 it will be 3,200,000,000.

Providence Independent.

or Corson will be accepted with enthu
siasm. In point of special ability Geo..
N. Corson Esq., will be a conspicuous
contestant. But we want Mr. Thropp'
to have fair play and good weather for
sailing his bark.

Interesting Paragraphs.

MOSQUITOES !

.A . F E W

F A C T S :

Lowest Prices for all goods is still the strictly
observed motto at G. F. Hunsieker’s Store.
Complete Stock of Store Goods; which means
a well selected assortment of Dry Goods, Gro
ceries, Cloths and Cassimeres, hats, boots and
shoes, and an almost endless variety of other
goods. Clothing Made to Order in the latest
styles from any quality of goods desired, might
not be included -in the simple term “ Store
Goods,” yet we do not1 propose to get left on
this score, no matter how you may choose. A
Fit Guaranteed.
There is no need o f a long description, nor of
much boasting. A large stock from which to
select anything you may want, at bed-rock
prices, tells the whole story in a plain, simple
way. In Notions and Novelties for men and
women, hoys and girls, the assortment, we really
think, is hard to beaf,. An inspection of goods,
from basement to third story, is cordially solici
ted, whether purchases are made os not. “ A
penny saved is a penny earned. ” I f you ean
save money by purchasing your goods at Rahn
"Station, why not do.it ? ' Come and satisfy your
self in reference to this point. . Nothing like sat
isfaction, after all. I f you are satisfied and we
are satisfied then there is satisfaction all arouud.
G. F. HUN8ICKER,
Ironbridge P. O:
Rahn Station, Pa.

1 . 1 , Benjamin, & Co.,
- - P H C E N IX —

Immense Stock of

Lap Dusters, Horse Sheets,

GO TO THE

COLLEGE VILLE DRUG STORE,-g,
For Pure Drugs and Spices !
Culbert’s Ague Pills w ill Cure your M alaria.
Culbert’s Liver P ills w ill Cure your Billiousness* and Constipation.
|§ § r >CULBERT’S DIARRHCEA MIXTURE will cure your Diarrhoea and
Dysentery. Patent Medicines of all kinds always on hand.
■■■■>_
4 $ 4 4 4
i : * <a

111» M f c

SOMETHING

N E W ! NEW .

F e n t o n B ros.,

C A L IC O E S ,
N O T IO N S.

-:-BOOTS and SHOES-:-

J O S E P H

STOCKS

BONDS

G O T W A L S ,

(Successor to E. C. KEELOR.)

P R O V ID E N C E SQ U ARE,

-

-

*-

L O W E R P R O V ID E N C E

SPECIAL NOTICE :—I recently bought an original package of the Best
Iron Stone, China Ware.
As to quality there is none superior, coming ns it
dofes from England. Also a full line of C. C. Ware, and Domestic Queensw»re,
all of which will be sold at rock bottom prices. The usual cry of reduction has
taken effect at my place, also. A goad assortment of Dry Goods can always
be shown,and now at reduced prices. Caustic soda, single pountl or in pack
ages of five. Carp chain in variety. Clothes Wringers at reduced prices. Our
____ IP R

I C

E S

W

I L L

with other stores, anywhere, town or country.
per piece. ¿ J ;

C

O

M

P E L

3 3 ------

E s f’Wall Paper in Great Variety from 9 eents np,
Competition defied in

CLOTHING FOR MEN AND BOYS,
Cut artd made up by himself.
by calling at the
. '.

Prices as low at the lowest, Satisfaction guaranteed. You will profit
, .......
. ;t
!. M

Providence Square Store.

AIIOÏÏICEMEIT

H , C. S TY E IL

-FROM THE NEW PROPRIETOR-OF TH E-

T r a p p e ,

frappe Furnitu

F a

-A FULL LINE OF-

I am fully prepared to show a New and wellselected stock of everything in the Furniture
line. I have. taken advantage of the low
prices of goods, and by paying cash am en
abled to give Very Low Prices. I have
some Beautiful and well made Parlor
Suites in plain and embossed plush,
raw silks, apd hair c lo th .. Solid
Walnut Chamber Suites, marble
top, from $26 up. The make
and finish Is First-Class.
Cottage Suites from $17.50 •
up, all colors. B o o k
Cases, Secretaries, and
Office tables, marble and wood top Side
boards in Walnut and Ash, finished in
oil. Hall Hat Stands. W a r d r o b e s ,
Lounges, Couches, Dining Chairs, ash and
w-alnut Extension Tables. A fine Assort
ment Of Brussells, Ingrain, Damask, & Stair
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GROCERIES
At. reasonable prices.

----Y’A.

O

-IR K GOODS:-

S . ^ sT O T IO O sT S -

Hemp Carpet, Window Shades, Oil Cloth. Fine
selection of Canton Matting; very cheap. Wire
Flower Stands. Bed Springs o f all kinds and
sizes, put in without extra cost. Commodes,
Clothes Wringers, &c. In fact everything that
belongs to a first-class Furniture Establishment.
Care and dispatch given to all ordered work.
Repairing and Upholstering in all its branches
by skillful workmen.
A trial is kindly
solicited.

John S. Kepler,
TRAPPE, PA.
K ^T H YEAR OF

J. M. Albertson & Sons.*

A PRIZE,

€r.

W a sh in g to n H a ll

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE
Will begin August 11, 1884. This School has
entered students in nine different colleges, from
Freshman to Junior advanfeed;

HARDWARE,
WOOD AND
WILLOW WARE.
In Good Variety and at

BOTTOM P R IC E S ,

A. RAMBO, A. M., Ph. D,, Trappe, Pa.

1

TANTED.
PAINTERS.
Apply to
EDWARD DAVID, Collegeville, Pa.

H. C. STYER,
TRAPPE, PA,

ill

thoroughly organize, elect captains,
—Having failed as a fisherman, in
¡R¡r
P U B L IC S A L E
select’ headquarters and determine upon the company of those who used fancy
I3P
OF
equipments.
“~T:SS ~
bait, it is’presumed that the Cooper will
111
Through this movement a report has- henceforth utilize his spare time -in
T hursday, Ju ly 31 , i33á
been circulated that the Republican In exhorting upon the bicycle question. Will he sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY,
-O Fvincibles do not intend to take any The Collegeville lover of nature might AUGUST, 4 1884, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
TERMS:—51.25 PER TEAR, IN A D VAN CE..
ONE
CAR
join
with
the
Cooper
and
give
the
bicy
active part in the coming campaign.
D eath Among Animals.
¡.oad of Fresh Cows with calves, direct
This report is not correct, and tiie In cle riders particular fits,without mercy. iSffjsL.from
York county. Good judgment was
This paper has a larger circulation
John McFarland, this township re
The
two
would
make
a
striking
team
vincibles will take as active a part in
exercised in the selection o f this stock, and it
in this section o f the county than any cently lost a fine colt, of imported
will he to the interest of purchasers to attend
this campaign as they did in 1880. At in some respects. >
salé. Sale to commence at 2 o ’clock, p. in.
other paper published. As an adver stock. Henry D. Bechtel, of this town
the next regular meeting of the club
H. H. ALLEBACH
committee of the yearly Meet Conditions by
S ^ G R E A T BARGAINS FOR EVERYBODY.
active steps will be taken to get into ing—The
tising medium the “Independent” rank's ship, lost a horse, last week. A cow
of Friends in Chester county an J. G. Fetterolf, auct.
belonging to John De’itrich, near this
good
shape
for
good,
solid
work.
among the most desirable papers, having place, the best in his stable, died last
From June 25th, a great, reduction in prices
nounces that $130,000 of the $200,000
of GREENHOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS
On Saturday afternoon last, Town required to build the boarding school J1ROP OSALS.
a large and steadily increasing circula week. A similar loss was sustained by
will take place at the
Councilman William Perry started from at West-town has been raised.
Hon in various localities throughout the David C. Godschall, of Lower Provi
Proposals will be received until Saturday,
his
livery
stable
to
take
a
lady
to
the
August 9, for painting (two coats) and glazing
dence.
I county.
—“Do you know what the board the
residence of Judge Boyer. He deposi
sash and frames of the Collegeville Machine
over
that
cow’s
face
is
for
?”
asked
the
Shop. Material furnished
ted his passenger in safety and was re
; It is the aim o f the editor and pubHere is a sample
M. O. ROBERTS, Collegeville, Pa.
Im provem ents.
turning along Main street between Colonel. “No,” responded the Major
llisher to make the “Independent” one o f
COLEUS, 3 c., assorted kinds, sold at 6 c. BE
Walnut and Arch when he saw a dou “ unless it is to keep her blushes from
GONIAS, 8 c.j assorted kinds, sold at 15c.
We are pleased to state that Mr.
the best ■local and general newspapers
GERANIUMS, .8 C;, assorted kinds, sold at 15 c.
ble team approaching at a rapid rate, being seen,when the milkman works the PROPOSALS.
Joseph
Tyson,
this
place,
intends
to
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
VERBENAS, 3 c.
, “
“
“ “ 8 o.
the horses having evidently escaped pump-handle.”
Proposals will be received by the Sehool
this end we invite correspondence from build a neat and substantial dwelling,
Abner
W.
Johnson,
the
popular
from
the
control
of
the
driver.
The
Roses,
Ferns,
Petunias
and
other
choice
of brick. Preparations for the work
—For campaign poetry, of the ma Board o f Upper Providence Township, at Port reduced one-half. Come and secure theseplants
bar
Providence School House, on August 9, 1884 at
!every section.
are being made. The carpenter work blacksmith, this township, invented team belonged to Dr. L. W. Read, and chine order, see the Register and Herald 1%
o’clock p. m., for building a School House gains.
some
time
ago
a.whiifletree
and
has
se
both
he
and
his
driver
were
trying
to
will be done by Messrs. Ellis & Got- cured a patent for the same. This very
in Port Providence, Pians and specifications
Late CABBAGE and CELERY Plants in im
bring it under control.
Mr. Perry of Norristown. Miserable, sickening can
PERKIOMEN-RAILROAD.
be seen by applying to J. Schrack Shearer.
wals.
trash!
And yet it will hardly do to
useful
invention
is
designed
for
heavy
pulled
as
close
as
possible
to
the
right
The Board reserve the right to reject any or all" mense quantities. Finest kinds at 6 c. per dozen,
A
new
house
is
to
be
built
at
this
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
and reaping mach hand curb, but did not succeed in esca tell smart editors that they are bung bids.
40 c~p$rhnndved7 $3.WO pWriiOG^rT^^Just Re
for the convenience of our readers.
place, opposite the feed house of draught—mowing
( J.SCHRACK SHEARER,
ines,
plows,
harrows,
wagons and &c. ping a collision. Dr. Read’s team ran ling poets.
ceived — A fresh invoice of Turnip, Rutabaga
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as Gristock & Vanderslice, for Mrs. Josh
Building Committee: < JOS. RITTENHOUSE,
It
is
arranged
so
as
to
thoroughly
equal
into
him,
the
pole
breaking
one
of
the
anil Winter Radish Seeds in 7 c. papers, or by
follows :
(
DAVID
SOWER.
—Brother
Johnson,
of
the
Nortli
ua Zimmerman, this season.
F O R P H IL A D E L P H IA A N D P O IN T S S O U T H .
tbe ounoe, ^ th , lib or lOlbs at lowest market
And may the good work go on unin ize the power of three horses, side by posts of his carriage, and being itself Wales,Record is after Ed. Johnson, a
Mille.................................
6.55 a. m.
side, and to be fully appreciated it must broken into three pieces,; The front Norristown politician. Some time ago STRAYED.
prices.
terruptedly.
.
Accommodation................... .. .......8 .2 8 a. Ih.
be seen in practical operation.
Mr. axleof Mr. Perry’s wagOn was bent Johnson, of Norristown, published a
I am prepared to furnish for Fall Delivery,
M arket................
1.25 p. ni.
Johnson has sold quite a number of almost at a right angle. - His horse, card stating that he was in no way re A young roan cow, small, thin in flesh, came SMALL FRUITS^ such as Grapes, Currants,
A c c o m o d a t i o n . ..................................... 4.42 p.m.
D eath of Sam uel V . Place, Esq.
the patent whiffietrees and the farmers started forward, tearing $ut of his har lated to Editor Johnson. I t is •evident, to the premises of Samuel M. Mark ley,' near Raspbetix,' StfawDetr^, Bl£pkbefrv,-&c., a t‘very
FO R A L L E N T O W N A N D P O IN T S N O R T H A N D W E S T .
Drop_ me a postal and I will give
Trappe.
The owner can have her by paying all low rates,
who have purchased and used them are
Mail......... ............................................. .7.03 a. m.
quotation^ “On single plant dr 1000 plants. Give
On Friday night Samuel Y. Place, much pleased with their investment. ness, and as he had hold of the lines he however that the Johnson of North costs, otherwise she will be sold.
Accomodation. T.....................
9.14 a. m.
me
a
trial
and
convince yourselvee that 50 per
was
pulled
over
the
dasher
and
thrown
Wales-is at least an acquaintance of the
.M a rk e t...................
3.13 p. m Esq., died at the residence of his Mr. Johnson has other convenient
cent, can be saved by buying here.
headlong
upon
the
curbstone.
The
Johnson
of
Norristown.
If
similarity
.Accommodation.......................................... 6.41 p.m m other,. Sarah Place, in Eagleville.
TOST ]
machinery for the use of farmers. He horse ran nearly to the stable before he in several respects would be sufficient
H O RA CE RIMBY.
S U N D A Y S— S O U T H .
The deceased was the son of the late evidently
studies
to
accommodate
his
was caught. When the collision’ took to establish a relationship we should
J M i l k .......................................................6 .5 6 a .jn
Joshua
Place,
and
was
a
most
estima
On
Friday,
July
18,
in
going
from
Norristown
All
orders
left
with
the Collegeville Bakers will
H | Accomodation.................... - , .................6.59 p. m
to Weiden House, via. Collegeville,. a small receive prompt attention and be delivered on
ble young man. He came to his home patrons and keeps an eye open for any place Dr. Read and his driver jumped say the two were close relatives !
NORTH.
thing,that
is
likely
to
prove
of
benefit
coral ear-ring, head of girl plainly cut, gold their routes free of charge. |
out,
and
the
latter
caught
the
horses'by
■ A ccom m odation................................. 10.02 a. m in Eagleville suffering from what later
The finder will be rewarded by leaving
thé head, preventing any further mis
—The annual picnic of the Skip- itsetting.
FOR SALE—1 Pliila. Lawn Mower, 16 in. cut,
■ Milk............................................................... 5.53 p.m, developed into typhoid fever, and.be- td them.
at
THIS OFFICE.
in good running order for $5.’ A bargain.
chief.
Mr.
Perry
was
taken
up
and
packville
Union
Sunday
School
will
be
_ ______ : ::— _ ______—t“*t came so ill that he was confined to his
All communications, business or bed until his death. The fever ran its F rom Our T rappe Correspondent. found to be severely injured. He bled held on Saturday, August 9th, in the
R RENT.
profusely from a wound in the forehead,. woods of Isaac Hallman.
-A D IE S
iothencisc. transmitted to us through the course until just before his death when
A
t
the
teachers’
meeting,
of
the
his
nose
was
almost
entirely
stripped
Desirable Dwelling House in CollegeviUe,
—Mrs. Jacob Keeley, near: Black nearApublic
ipiails, to receive immediate attention, it attacked his brain, and for two days Lutheran Sunday School,‘last Tuesday of skin, and he was.cut and bruised in
Please take Notice.
Fancy ov plain DRE8Sschool
building.
Apply
to
he was delirious. He was but in his
MAKING done at my residence, or I will go
A. D. FETTEROLF, Esq.,
fmust be directed to Gollegevilie, P. 0., twenty-fifth year. A year ago he grad evening, it Was decided to hold a pic; various parts of his body. He was ta Rock, is the possessor of a fine waxout
per
day.
;
Real.Estate Agent and Conveyancer.
plant.
"hereafter.
MISS MARY K. GRIFFIN,
uated and was admitted to practice at nic in Anthony Custer’s grove on Sat ken home, and was not able to be down
urday,
August
30,
1884,
instead
of
stairs,
until
this
morning.
The
accident
Yerkes P. O. Montgomery Co., Pa.
the Philadelphia bar, and had suc
—Rev.
U.
H.
Hershey
is
expected
to
^OR
SALE
!
having
an
excursion
to
Fairmount
will confine him to the house for some
The Freeland Sunday School will ceeded very well in his chosen profess Park, as was stated a few weeks ago. time.
attend the picnic of the Evangelical
picnic in Zieber’s park on Saturday, ion. He will be buried to-day (Thurs There will be no sutlers allowed. Re
Sunday School, Trappe, in Custers
L, H. INGRAM.
A Very Desirable Property at Collegeville, con' On Sunday oflast week a fifteen-year grove, Saturday, August 9. Mr. Her siijtmg
day). at Lower Providence Baptist
of . Five Acres of Ground, and a House
August 23.
burying ground, The deceased- was a freshments . to be furnished • by the old son of one of our best known mer shey was a former pastor of the Evan containing nine rooms. Barn, carriage house,
and other outbuildings. Fruit in abundance..
chants left his home after having been gelical church.
brother tei.Dr. B. F. Place, dentist, this school.
Prof. Leitsch, music teacher, piano place.
Apply to JOHN Z. GOTWALS.
Mrs. Gross, of Lee, Mass, is about reproved for attending a picnic without
tuner, and repairer of all kinds of mu
The parents of the lad
to have a new house erected on the permission.
Collegeville, Pa.
•
—
There
is
said
to
be
a
young
lady
OR SALE !
sical instruments,is now permanently lo
farm opposite the Lutheran church, were greatly alarmed and thought that in Pottstown who- has been engaged
From
Ironbridge.
Havi’
n
’
g
'
had;
an experience of 15 years at the
cated at Grater’s Fprd. He is a thor
this place, of which she'is the owner. he had imbued with the idea that he eleven times. The engagements must
bnsineaa I feel confident that I can give entire
ough master of .his business.
A
Productive
Farm
of
42
Acres,
with
all
The Ironbridge Sunday School will Mr. .iSlichter, the tenant on the farm, was to go west and shoot Indians, in have been, short, sharp and decisive.
necessary modern Improvements in good repair. satisfaction to those who will favdr me with
dime novel style. But on Friday last
hold its annual picnic on Hunsicker’s has began excavating for the cellar.
An excellent meadow; a large variety of fruit, their orders. Cutting and fitting done accord
to the latest improved and best system.
he sent word to his father by a young . —The Democratic Preparatory Meet trees in prime bearing.condition. Will be sold ing
Constable Wm. D. Hunsieker, of Island, this place, on Saturday, August
I am. thankful for past favors and hope to merit
A party of young men, whom it is
on reasonable terms. A'pply to
continued patronage.
"Norristown, last week, sold the prop 16. It was the intention of the school said were from Lower Providence, and companion, stating that he would re ing will be held at Norristown on Tues
DANIEL YERK, Trappe, Pa.
e r t y of Eben Roberts, of Lower Provi- to go to Zieber’s park, but as the place were evidently just returning from turn if he would not be subjected to day, August 25. The date for the
pdence, to Frederick L. Horton, for could not be procured before Septem their sweethearts, met with a runaway any additional pnnishment. His father Nominating Convention has not been
OR SALE.
:$245.
It consisted of nine cows, sev ber 4, it was deemed best not to go early, Monday morning, near th e ; resi promised that he would receive no fur fixed.
I hereby announce to my friends and tlie
e ra l wagons, and other farming imple- there this year for the reason that the dence of Geo. W. Pennypacker. From ther punishment if he behaved himself
—The picnic of St. John’s Lutheran
A Small Farm, containing 17 Acres, situate
public, that I will open my Store on the
The boy ac
date stated would be rather late, would all appearances they 5were fast asleep, when he‘returned home.
I ments.
near Gollegevilie, Pa. Good House and sub
12th of April j ?84 with a well-selected
Sunday
School,
Centre
Square
held
in
conflict with the programme of other and the horse having things his own cepted the terms and was gladly wel
Stock of New;
stantial : Barn.
The land is in a high state of
comed home, not in reality having been Murphy’s grove, near Custer’s Station cultivation. Abundance of fruit of every va
schools, and might interfere with
Richard B. Stiles the well-known the purpose of many of our citizens way, got into too lively a pace and far away from the paternal domicile on the Stony CreekR. R. last Thurs riety. Also running water on premises. Will
^Norristown confectioner, died of gan- to participate ip the Montgomery Cen would not be stopped. The amount of at any time during his absence. This day was an enjoyable occasion through be sold low. Apply to A. D. FETTEROLF,
Real Estate Agent, Collegeville, Pa.
jgreoe, last week, after several months tennial Celebration to be held at Nor damage done has not been ascertained. may have been the proper course for out. The attendance was good. Dur
And after the above date will keep always on
■of severe suffering. He was an ener ristown early in September. The Ironing
thè
afternoon
the
Centre
Square
Mrs. H. W. Kratz, who was very ill the parents to take, but it seems to me
hand a full line of
SALEI
g e tic business man, and from a small be bridge band will furnish the music for: last week, and of whom there was the that
nine
and
the
Norriton
nine
engaged
in
J?OR
thè boy had things a little bit too
HATS 7
BONNETS, J
VELVETS,'
ginning in 1850 his business grew to the picnic. Don’t forget the date.
a base ball contest which resulted in a
slightest hope of recovery in the early much his own way.
be the largest of its kind in the county.
score of 20 to 18 in favor of the Nor A desirable Country Place, located on the
RIBBONS,V FEATHERS,
FLOWERS,
part of the week, is now getting better,
The May tradgedy and mystery have riton boys.
Germantown and Perkiomenn turnpike, three
The Ironbridge band has no less and it is supposed that in the course of
miles north o f Norristown, .and with % mile of In fact everything belonging to a first-class
almost
become
old
by
this
time,
still
Hartra.nft Station, on Stony Creek R. R., con Millinery. Also Stamping done on all kinds of
There will be no services at St. than four engagements on hand at pres a short time she will be able to be the newspapers endeavor to keep the
—Mr.
Curtin
Fetterolf,
of
New
York,
taining Five Acres. The buildings are in good goods and warranted not to rub. Please call
Luke’s Reformed church, , Trappe, on ent, to furnish music for Sunday School about again.
matter alive.
Your readers are no is spending his vacation at the home of repair ;i largo double Stone House, 13 rooms, and see the goods, even if you do not wish to
side
enclosed piazza, portico in front; outside purchase, for it will be no trouble but a pleas
next Sunday the 3d inst.,' the pastor picnics, as follows: Yeager’s Union
The committees appointed hy Mrs. doubt aware of the fact that during his parents, this place.
walls painted ; hall and rooms papered. Excel ure to show them.
.'
H. T. Spangler, having gone on a S. S., at Sanatoga Station, August 9 ; J . Warren Royer, to collect relics for Saturday night, after May’s body had
lent soft water undercover at the house. Abun,
short vacation. Regular services again Ironbridge S. S., Hunsicker’s Island, the coming county centennial are busi been buried in Potter’s field of this
—Miss Naomi Moser, of Norriton, dance o f shade, cherry, and pear frees. Con
August 16; Freeland S. Si, at Zieber’s
FLORA B. LACHMAN,
venient barn, carriage house. Situation high,
on the 10th of August.
Park, August 23; Lutheran S. S., ly engaged in going from house to place,, several grave robbers dug up the is in town, the guest of the publisher’s overlooking the Asylum. More land can be
family.
corpse
and
carried
it
away,
leaving
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
had Immediately adjoining.
Possession at any
Trappe, in Custer’s grove, August 30. house over the whole township, so as
time. Particulars by applying to
Jesse’W. Yerkes died last Friday at The boys expect to have th e rband to be able to find all. They are meeting bloody evidences of their horrible work
—Brother Robarts of the PhoenixJOHN SCHRACK,
For a time it was a mystery as to what
the residence of his brother Mark L. chartered in' a short time, and they with favorable success.
TICE.
153 West Main Street, Norristown, Pa. F
ville
Messenger, suggests that we “take
had become of the body. Some days
Yeiger, in Limerick township in his will then be able to do business strictly
a
drive
over
to
Paoli,
notice
how
Ches-Mr.
Harry
T.
Saylor,
of
this
place
afterward a trunk was found floating
39th year. He had been ill since April according to law.
Notice is hereby given that in pursuance of
was severely kicked by a horse last in the Schuylkill. This was broke open, ter county honors the heroic dead of
last,and his death resulted from a severe
a resolution of the Board of Directors of the ;
that
spot,
and
then
go
home
by
way
of
Thursday
morning.
At
the
time
of
Yerkes Creamery Company, A Meeting of the
There is considerable talk of organ
pieces of human flesh’were found inside.
cold which caused an affection of the
Stockholders of. the said Yerkes Creamery Com
izing a Blaine and Logan club at this the accident he was engaged in cleaning From this clue it was discovered that Valley Forge and observe how Mont
lungs.
pany will be held on the First Day o f Septem
place. The first meeting will be held the horse next to the one which kicked a young man named Frederick, an em gomery neglects Washington’s Head
ber, A. D., 1884, between the hours o f 8 a. m.,
quarters.”
We
will
take
the
first
op
him,
and
hearing
a
noise
outside,
he
Remember that you will find thaw*-«-*^
and 12 noon, at the Creamery, for the purpose
The anniversary of the Constitution on Wednesday evening, August 6. The went to the window behind the horse to ployee of the Reading railroad at Col portunity to do so, brother, but (“ for
of determining by a vote o f said Stockholders
al Prohibition Amendment Associa citizens are all cordially invited to-at see what it was when the horse through umbia avenue, was, concerned , in the peety sake” as Dutch Charley says) in S T Y L E S C O R R E C T, *
to be ascertained by an election to be held dur
ing the time aforesaid, in due form o f law, at
tion will be held in Norristown, on tend and organize a strong club. Hur fright T suppose kicked him, bruising robbery. Frederick made a confession the meantime please do not lead hu
rah
for
Blaine
and
Logan.
the
chief office and place of business at the
implicating
a
medical
student
named
Thursday, August 14th, Two sessions
L A R G E S T A SSO R T M E N T ,
both legs badly, but fortunately break White. The Philadelphia officers who manity to • infer that Chester county,
Creamery at Yerkes Station in Upper Providence
will be held—at 10 o’clock a. m. and 2
Township, Montg. co., Pa., Whether an assess
Phamixville included, is to ¡the United
There was rather a slim attendance ing no bones.
He was not able to
p. m. In the evening a meeting will be at the Sociable, Saturday evening. walk for some days, but is now gettino- Obtained the confession, telegraphed to States what England is to Great Britain.
TH E L O W ES T P R IC E S, ment of Three Dollars and Fifty Cents per share
or
any other amount not exceeding in the whole
Norristown for instructions. • Hè was
held by the Women’s Christian Tem Peace and harmony reigned. I t was better.
Chester county is a daisy bit of this
the amount at which each share was originally
—AT—
ordered
to
arrèst
the
man,'
but
in
the
perance Union.
limited, shall be assessed, upon each and-evèry
well managed.
mundane sphere, and Pboenixville may
share of Stock in the Capital Stock o f Said Cor
The damp and rainy weather during meantime Frederick left for parts un be a powerful factor in helping things
R. M. ROOT’S HAT, CAP, poration for the purpose o f raising money to
Search was then made for
John Croll, one of our townsmen, the past, week, delayed the. farmers known.
Messrs. John G. Fetterolf and John
along,
but
for
all
that,
and
more
too,
pay
off the ddbt contracted iff the purchase of
Some White,but lie, too, had disappeared. At there are several other, places to be
the real estate and erection of the buildings of
G, Stauffer returned from Ohio on Sun has taken possession of the toll house, greatly with their oats harvest.
And
Mens’
Furnishing
said Corporation.
By order ot the Board of
have not as yet cut theirs, while others the present time May’s bones are prob taken into consideration in computing
day. They started on their trip on Sat and will collect the tolls hereafter.
Directors.
E. LONGAORE, President.
ably in the .hands ¡of some one who is
urday, July 19.
On their way out,
The house burned down with the have whole fields lying on sheaves all using them to prepare a skeleton, the the excellencies, achievements, accom
Store
Attest : G. W. ZIMMERMAN, Secretary.
shortly after crossing the line dividing hat factory is being rebuilt. Benja of which will have to be turned in or ghouls are at liberty, and the ffiocers plishments, patriotism, and so on, of
der
to
become
'dry.
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Pennsylvania and Ohio a vote was min Nace has the contract.
of the law have accomplished nothing this great country. And again, brother,
A ED ITO R’S NOTICE.
taken on the train resulting in a majority
Joseph
Custer
is
having
a
tin
roof
S®’"Campaign Outfits furnished to Political
except thè solution of the mystery don’t you think Chester county has, or
Reiff Gottschall, the contractor is at
of four for Blaine.
•
ought
to
have,
as
much
interest
in
Val
Clubs
at
less
than
Philadelphia
prices.
•
present building two new school houses put on his barn.
which shrouded the disappearance of
In the Court of Common Pleas of Mo'ntgom- '
ley Forge as Montgomery? We think
ery County!
n East Perkiomen. They will be built
A valuable steer belonging to A. D. May’s body.
so. There is no question but that
Estate of Harry S. Long and wife o f Worces
“ From Maine to California,” is the of brick furnished by James Stone- Wagner, this place, died last week.
F. G. Hobson, Esq., chairman of the Valley Forge has been disgracefully
ter township,. Montgomery county, assigned for
title of a beautiful patriotic song, by back.
S lack.
Executive Committe, of the Montgom neglected, but we can’t exactly see the
benefit
of creditors. Thé undersigned Auditor
The school Directors of Upper Prov ery county centennial, announces that
Will L. Thompson, whose songs have
appointed by said Court to make dlstribntion of
proprietj'
of
shouldering
all
the
respon
idence
held
a
special
meeting
at
Black
the balance remaining in the hands o f Henry W.
already reached a sale of over a million M ontgom ery County in Congress.
a public meeting will be held at QuillKratz, Assignee o f said estate, hereby gives
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ing “ From Maine to California.” Send nished some interesting facts respect the purpose of determining fully con the Tradesman and Manufacturers’ Di
Resolutions of Respect.
m., when and where said parties are requested
35 cents to the publishers, W. L. ing the representation of Montgomery cerning the erection of a new school vision in the Great Centennial Parade
H. M, BROWNBACK, Auditor.
At a recent meeting of the Rahn Station A LARGE AND WELL SEASONED STOCK OF to attend.
Thompson & Co., East Liverpool, Ohio. county in Congress. By an act.passed house at Port Providence, the petition of September 11th, 1884. All of Mont
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the
following
in 1788 the State was required to elect of citizens of. that district asking for
all its Congressmen, eight in number, the purchase of a new lot, formerly the gomery county’s industiies, should be preamble and resolutions were unanimously
Upper Providence adopted :
John Koch, father of Mahlon Koch, at large.
In 1791 it was first divided hotel property, and the building of a fully represented.
* The members of the Mutual Fire Insurance
W hehbas, The hand of a mysterious Provi
the attentive hostler at Perkiomen into districts and Montgomery and new school house thereon, was read be will no doubt be one township to take
Co., o f Montgomery county are hereby notified
the greatest interest in the Centennial dence has removed from our Sabbath School Always on hand. All the leading* brands made that
Bridge Hotel, died at his residence at Chester were put together and given fore the meeting.
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Mi T. HUNSICKER. >
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June 3, ’84.
M. McGLATHERY, Treasurer.
in Wallace township, Chester county,
it was' flying dust; now it is- sticking
were entirely destroyed by fire last ber. By the act of 1852 the Fifth Dis
Thursday night.
The loss is estima trict was made to include Montgomery OUR N O R R IST O W N L E T T E R mud. Next week it will be something
IR E ! F IR E !
else.
ted at $ 12.000, part of which is cov county, Bristol, Upper and Lower
N
orristown
,
July
28,
1884.
ered by insurahee. The fire is believed Germantown, Upper and Lower ManNOTICE.—The members of the Union Mu
-O F—L. E. Griffin, during the present
YOU WILL
ALWAYS FIND tual Fire and Storm Insurance Co., o f Montgom
The Republicans of Norristown are season cut and bound 87 acres of grain
to have been the work of an incendiar)\ ayunk, Roxborough', Byberry, Lower
ery county are hereby notified that a contribu
Dublin, White Hall, Oxford and More determined to show that they are alive
with the Buckeye reaper and binder
tion was levied on May 20, 1884, o f One Dollar
—A FULL LINE OFland, in the county of Philadelphia, and awake politically. They are about and
on each One Thousand Dollars for which they
acres with single reaper. The
Addison B. Ziegler, who, it is said and elected one member.'
In 1862 organizing a marching, campaign club work30was
are insured and that Henry Fleck, Treasurer of
all done in a very satisfactory
said Company, will attend at the office o f the
has numerous relatives in Perkiomen Montgomery and Lehigh were formed to be known as the Blaine and Logan
Company, Swede Street, opposite the Court
The undersigned, living near Creamery, in
and adjacent-townships, died in Phila into the Sixth District, and in 1872 the club of Norristown. For this purpose- manner. Mr. Griffin desires us to state
House, in the borough o f Norristown, from this
East Perkiomen township, will sell at private
delphia during the early part of last present arrangement was made. Among Meehs Hall has been engaged for to that he is now ready to operate his sale
date to receive said assessments.
E xtract o f
a large lot of POSTS, RAILS, Sawed Posts
famous
thresher
and
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and
will
Charter, Section 6th.—‘‘Any member failing to
week, and was burfed at Schwenksville the earliest members who represented morrow (Tuesday) evening, when and
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or
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within
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fill
orders
as
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as
possible.
last Thursday'.
I t is stated that his the district were Peter Muhlenberg and where as many Republicans as desire
after the above publication shall forfeit and pay
death was caused by a disease similar Frederick Conrad, and the very large to assist in the movement of a new or
for such neglect double such rates, and in case
—“ We suggest that the Democrats
Graham and Rye Flour.
SA W ED PLA N ES.
default is made 50 days after the expiration o f
to that of cholera, produced by eating proportion of the Congressmen since ganization, dr to.. encourage the cause of this district nominate Editor Drury,
the
40 days aforesaid, such defaulting member
a part of a watermelon. The attending that time were residents of Montgom by the enrollment of .their mimes, will of the Bristol Observer, or Editor Mo
and.Sawed Posts ready for fencing. Also Also, CORN and OATS, WHEAT BRAN, RYE may be at the option of the Board o f Managers
BRAN,
Wheat
Middlings;
Corn
Chop,
Mixed
physicians differed in opinion. Dr. Peltz ery, and there is no case on record have thé opportunity to connect them ser of the P r o v id e n c e I n d e p e n d e n t , for Split
excluded from all benefits under their policies,
Axletrees and Harrow wood on hand.
Chop. Always a good supply on hand. I thank and yet be held liable for all past taxes and pen
declared the disease to be Asiatic chol where a member received three consec selves with what promises to be a Congress this fall. Give the press a
the public for past favors and solicit future alties.^, Persons sending money by mail must
era.
Dr, Meade says it wag cholera utive terms, although in several in strong and enthusiastic campaign club. show!”—North Wales Record.
patronage.
ELIAS T. GRATER,
accompany it with postage for the return o f a
¿morbus.
HENRY FLECK, Treasurer.
stances they served only one term.
The object of the meeting will be t 9
That’s all very nice so far as it goes,
CREAMERY' P. 0., Pa.
S. T . S. W a g n er. receipt.
June 16,. 1884,
Jacob H. Garber, of Trappe, is the'
owner of a prolific cow. Since 1880 the
animal has given birth to no less than
seven calves.
She was purchased of
H. H. Allebaeh.

The annual meeting of the Black
Rock Bridge company was held at the
Jefferson house Phcenixvdle, last Mon
day. The following officers were elect
ed : President, II. W. Kratz; Treasur
er, L. B. Kahler; Directors, Dr. J. W.
Royer, Garret T. Hunsieker, A. D.
Hunsieker, Francis Zollers,"and -John
Mullen. The Board elected Dr. J. W.
Royer Secretary. A semi-annual divi
dend of 3 per cent, was declared. It
will not be out of place to mention
that the bridge officials and stockhold
ers did not feel the least alarmed at
the sight of a bounteous dinner but
straightway proceeded to lighten the
weight on the table and stop its groan
ing. The Upper Providence members
know how to do it, and gracefully
too—especially the Squire and the
Doctor.

Auction Sale
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Millinery Goods, '- -

ft Are Never M e n tì!

J. H. KROUT,

Cigar Manufacturer,

T A K E Y O T IC E .

C IG A R S

COLLEGEVILLE

:-! M IL L S I=

Grist and Merchant

Private Sale

POSTS, RAILS, &C.

Mill

Family Flour,
Superfine Flour,

F

J

Agriculture and Science.

W. ROYER, M. D.,

Practising

Physician,
TRAPPE, P A ,

Office at bis residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

U Y. WEBER, M. D.,

Practising

Physician,

E V A N S B U R O , PA
Office Honrs:—8 to 10, a. m. 8 to 4, p. m. 7 to 9
p. m.

J

H. HAMER, M. D.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Office H ours

)

Till 9 a. ra. 12 to 2 p. m.
After 6 p .m .

IdifSpecial attention given to diseases of the
eye aud ear. Free clinic every Thursday morn
ing from 8 to 12 for eye and ear diseases.

g

F. SLOUGH.

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
Norristown, Pa. Office, No. 7. AIRY St. Speaks
English and German.

U G. HOBSON,

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
C o r .if A I N and S W E D E Street», Norristown,Fa.
Can be seen every evening at his residence in
Freeland.

^

I). fE T T E R O L F ,

Justice

of the

Peace

CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates,

C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday of
each week; also every evening.

J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.
(y 2 mile north of Trappe.)

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked ; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m.
P. 0 . Address : Limerick Square.

Q H. DETW ILER.

Surveyor and Conveyancer
A lso L E V E L IN G and G R A D IN G .
IRON BRIDGE, P. O.
jKahn Station, Montg. County, Pa.

8epl31yr.

TjR, B. F. PLACE,
D

E

N

T

I

S

T

! !

COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Near Fenton’s Store. Branch Office at Eagleville. Will attend to Branch Office on Monday.
Gas administered.

J

P. KOONS,

P ra c tica l S la ter

1 !

R A H N ’S S T A T IO N Pa.
Dealer in every quality of Roofilng, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.

JJ H. ELLIS

Carpenter and Millwright,
G R A T E R ’S F O R D , P A ,
Estimates made for work and contracts taken.
All work promptly done in a satisfactory manner.
450-47«

gDW A RD DAVID,

PAINTER and PAPER-HANGER,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
o f work in the Hue of painting, graining, and
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
fully furnish»! upon application.

M H. KEELER,

P a in ter, G rainer,
and P a p er-H a n g er.
T R A P P E PA.
Orders entrusted to me will receive prompt
attention. Contract« made at reasonable figures.
All work done in a satisfactory manner.

JOHN MILLER,

T

A

I L O R .
TRAPPE, PA.

Suits ¡SUt and hi tide to order itr accordance with
latest styles, or in any style that tbay be desired,
irite guaranteed. Gotld Vrbfki Reasonable prices.

V^AMUESL P. SHANTZ.

Carpenter and Builder.
RAHN SRATION, PA.
Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work.
No pains spared to give satisfaction.

SUNDAY PAPERS.
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line o f Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,
•

HENRY YOST,
News Agent,

^

Collegeville.

H. RINGLER,

Practical Horse Shoer,
One mile east of TRAPPE, Pa.
AH kinds of
blacksmith work done in a satisfactory manner.

V

N. BARNDT,

BataMi, ImMpF.0. Pa„
Is prepared to sharpen Mill Picks and facing
hammers, and all kinds o f edge tools.
Always
on hand new mill picks and facing hammers.
Mowing machines and Sewing machines repaired.
Lowest cash prices.
461-—487.

C°A

LI

I am prepared to sell at my Fertilizing Works,
near Limerick Station, First-class^ Coal from 25
to 50 cents less per ton gross weight, than it can
be bought elsewhere, and I am prepared to de
liver the same, if required.
JACOB TRINLEY.

PA TEN TS.

a n d T smni t h ,
Solicitors o f U. 8. and Foreign Patents, No.
700 Seventh Street, cor. G., opp. U. S. Patent
Office, Washington, D. C. Correspondence so
licited. No charge for advice. No fee charged
unless Patent is allowed. References, Lewis
Johnson &Co., Bankers, and Postmaster, Wash
ington, D. C, Pamphlet o f Instructions free.

FER TILIZERS AND HOW TO A P
PLY THEM.
Most farmers say that farm manure,
being the general refuse of vegetables
and plants, with the droppings of ani
mals, contains all the elements of vege
table nutrition, thereby making a com
plete manure; but this is not the exper
ience of all.
Theodore F. Baker, of
Bridgeport, N. J., in a paper of ma
nures, fertilizers and modes of applica
tion, read before the New Jersey State
Horticultural society, says that his ex
perience lias been to the contrary—in
every instance tried—as applicable for
garden crops.
On his soil—sandy'
loam, clay subsoil—he is compelled to
use large qaantitics of fertilizers of
some kind, in addition to manure.
To test the merits of each, he began
a series of experiments in a small way
way, using best stable manure on one
rod, fertilizers of different brands on
another, and the two, manure and fer
tilizers combined, on a third, each plot
to represent equal amounts, dollar for
dollar, and noted the results carefully
for four years.
From these observances Mr. Baker
lias settled down to a combination of
manure and fertilizers first, fertilizers
second and manure alone last to pro
duce early, large and paying crops in
the garden.
In regard to the cost of
manuring and which will give the lar
gest returns for a given amount of dol
lars invested, manure or fertilizers, Mr.
Baker explained that in applying ma
nure he uses from forty to fifty twohorse loads per acre, on an average theentire entire expense of which amounts
to about $100. That amount will pur
chase two tons bone or two tons Stockbridge, and nearly two tons Mape’s fer
tilizers, or one and a half tons Peruvi
an guano, either one of which, in his
opinion, will give earlier, larger and
therefore better-paying crops on his soil
than will the manure alone.
As a combination Mr. Baker uses
twenty-five loads of manure and one ton
of fine bone or one ton of trustworthy
fertilizer, saving, about $20 per acre by
the combination and securing good
crops and handsome profits. When
applying fertilizers alone he uses one
to one and a half tons per acre for a
garden cr&p in the spring. One ton
per acre is less than an ounce to the
square foot.
By1 manuring in this
manner and increasing the amount and
deepening the soil accordingly with
subsoil plow he claims to have increas
ed the receipts of his farm-from $1,750
to $7,300 for one year from sales alone
in addition to what was consumed at
home by family and stock. Crops were
earlier, gaining ready sale aud good
prices, and one crop harvested, the
same ground was ready for a second.
Another combination used for two
years with good results is twenty-five
bushels of hen manure, dry and fine, to
400 pounds of cotton seed meal, 400
pounds plaster, 400 pounds fine bone
meal, 400 pounds sulphate potash and
ten bushels marsh mud or muck, which
when completed will, make about one
and a half tons at a cost of $17 per
ton.
Mr. Baker hauls out and spreads
broad-cast during the full all stable and
yard manure on a fall plowed surface.
AU fertilizers are sown broadcast after
the plow and thoroughly mixed with
the soil by an Acme harrow and follow»
ed by the common scratch harrow.
The results stated by Mr. Baker of
his

experiments furnish suggestions

one has a young orchard, the first point
to be considered is the height at which
lie will make the heads of his trees.
In localities where the summer is long
and hot, it is slaimed that low heads
shade the trunk, and thus are a bene
fit. . Otiiers wish to have the heads
high enough to allow of the passage of
teams beneath them, if need be. While
there is no objection to cultivating
crops in a young orchard, and, indeed,
it is better to do this than to neglect
the,soil entirely, the practice is becom
ing more general of seeding the bearing
orchard to clover and using it as a
pasture for swine, to the mutual bene
fit of pigs and trees. The height of
the heads being decided upon, all
branches that start below this should
be removed. The next point should be
to secure an open and well-balanced
head, with the main branches evenly
disposed. Beyond this, all branches
that crowd or cross one another, all
“ water-shoots,” vigorous growths, that
sometimes start up in the growing sea
son, should be cut away. The seasons
srrowth being completed, the removal
of brandies at this time will cause no
check; and as the branches to be cut
are all small, no large wounds will be
exposed. Hence we say, by all means
do such pruning in autumn, while the
weather is mild and other farm work is
not pressing.—Amer. Agriculturist.
KICKING COW.
I once had a cow, eight years old,
that was the worst kicking, cow I ever
sawr; from her youth up. She had been
coaxed' and whipped, whipped and
coaxed, but all to no purpose. I made
up my mind that the next time she
kicked I would take up her bind leg
and hold it up while some one milked
her. I only had to wait until the next
morning to see the fun.
The next
morning soon came around, the cow
kicked as usual, and the instant she
kicked I lifted up her‘hind leg, and, in
spite of her, held it up until she gave
up all effort in trying to get control of
her leg again. I called a hand to come
and milk her, I holding up her leg all
the time; I then let her -have her leg
again. I kept her three years after that,
and she was never known to kick again.
I have broken a number of cows of the
habit of kicking in the same way. The
instant your cow kicks lift up her leg,
and hold it just as a blacksmith would
a horse’8 hind leg to set a shoe. If yon
let your cow go until you can call the
neighbors to help you, she will never
get the idea that you hold up her leg
because she kicked.
The above treat
ment is more effective than all the hal
ters and tying legs ever invented to
break a cow of kicking__Cor. Ohia
Farmer.
I ^ O T I C E T O T A X -P A Y E R S .

-F O R -

POPULAR BOOKS
AND THE BEST AND

Cheapest Fam ily Bibles
You should wait until you have seen the collec
tion o f Wm. C. GORDON, Special Agent for
Hubbard Bros. In selecting a family bfble it is
highly important that you get the latest and
best edition, and ¡no home is complete without
one. The complete Domestic Bible is positively
uneqnaled for new and desireable improvements.
Seventy valuable features, 2000 illustrations, 50
full page plates, mostly by the great French artist.Gustave Dore, and for elegant and durable
bindings o f great artistic excellence are unsur
passed by any in the maket.
W t would call especial attention to the superb
book entitled TREASURY OF SONG for the
Home Circle. A collection of 300 of the purest
gems selected from the whole realm o f song.
Costing in sheet music many times the price of
the book. Here only $2,50 or $3,50 according to
binding. Eminent citizens say: A treasury of
pleasure for every home ; Just the Book. The
“ Treasury of Song,” or a nice family Bible far a
holiday or birthday present. Will be pleased to
give all an opportunity to examine these valu
able books, or will respond promptly to any
order sent to my address.
WM. C. GORDON,
Collegeville, Pa.

HEMP CARPET, M ATTING and OIL CLOTHS
----- IN GREAT VARIETY.-----

S H A D E S

<5c

S IH C -A ^ ID IU S T G -3 Newest Colors and Designs.

■p\T?T?CC f i n n n * ? • Black Silk, guaranteed not to cut. Solid Colored Silk—Garnet,
A.^X\R.OO V-rvjv_»A-»o • Green, Bronze, Blue,Brown, Plumb, &c. Cloth-finish Black Cash
meres, Colored Wool Beges, Albatross, Nuns’ Veiling, Broches—a general variety of New Dress
Goods at prices to suit the times. Laces, Collars, Ties, Lawns, Chintzes, In faet a live Stock. Call
and see. The politest attention to all, at the

O L D

S T O IS T Z E

S T O R E

Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.

LAN SD ALE,

Montg.

Co.; Penna.

The Oldest Agricultural Works in^Ponna.

M a c r ’s Patent Level Trsai
House ‘Powers !
Are much the easiest for the horses, and have
the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
applied to horse powers,
H e e b n p r ’s L ittle ’ Gia n t

1

T h r esh in g

and

C leaning Ma c h in e ,

A. A. Y E A K L E , Cor. Main and Delcalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.,

AND THRESHERS AND SHAKERS.
Also all the best Mowers, Reapers, Hay
Rakes,. &c.
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
order.
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
lowest prices. §
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
Factories, Creameries, &c. Send for Circulars,

— L A R G E S T STOCK OF—

= S P R IN G A N D

KEBBHER fc" SONS,

S U M M E R C LO TH IN G .
H E R M A IT “WIETZIEIL,,

LANSDALE, PA.

Gristock L VancLerslice,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .

66 & 68 Main Street [opposite Music Hall]

would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

,

N O RRISTO W N , PA.

Deai.kus in
White, and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

LUM BER,

C H ILD R EN S CLOTHING IN GREAT VARIETY.

Various grades, dressed and undressed.

KS-

SH IN G L E S , split and sawed.

Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
the finest, and latest designs.

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,

P IC K E T S ,

For Enclosing Burial Lots, o f different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of

L e h i g h and Sc huyl k i l l

CEDAR

AND

CH ESTN U T

R A IL S.

B U IL D IN G S , S T E P S , S I L L S , E T C ., E T C .
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work: can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n t e r p e is e W orks . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I caii sell accordingly.
My motto:
u Low prices and fair, dealings
R E S P E C T F U L L T,

I am still at the business. I thank the public for patronage bestowed, and hope' to merit a
continuance o f the same. Will visit CollegeviUe, Trappe, and vicinity; as heretofore, on

TU ESD A Y, THURSDA Y and S A TURD A Y .
Morning of each week, with the best Beef, Veal, and Mutton.

E V A N S BU RG , L O W E R P R O V ID E N C E , P. O.

June 8-ly.

ion!

Highest cash prices paid for Calves.

W M . J . T H O M P SO N ,

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

JOB PRINTING

Mambrino Hasson,
The Thoroughbred Trotting Stallion will make
the season o f *84 from April 1st, at the stable of
the owner, at Washington Square Hotel, Mont
gomery county. Charges, $50 a. mare. Mares
not proving with foal can be returned next sea
son free o f charge.
Mambrino Hasson was sired by R e lfs Mam
brino Pilot, who is the sire of Hannis Mambrino,
Gift Emulous and other noted trotters, and Pilot
was half brother to the noted Lady Thorn.
JOSEPH C. BEYER, Norristown P. O.

Collcpville, SHOE and HAT STORE.
A LONG FE L T WANT,

BOOTS and SHOES. r f i

—IN THE-

R ats

AND

AND

AND D O U B LE

RO W

PLANTER

with Phosphate attachment—a machine that is
given perfect satisfaction wherever sold. Call
and see it or send for descriptive circular. Also
the Champion Mower, Reaper and Cord Binders,
greatly improved within the last year, it is now
most perfect and the lightest machine. It can
be seen on any day at Yost’s- Agricultural Store.
Also all improved plows, Horse Rakes and all
improved Farming Implements used. All ma
chinery sold at lowest market prices.
GEORGE YOST,
Collegeville, Pa.

Yerkes Station Mills.

Pateat Process StraiiM,
a i Fancy Family flour,
BEST MANNER

and

Township o f Moorelahd, lower, at the public

Out Motto i

CAPS,

W

ool

Lowest Market Prices.

Always on hand a full Stock of

-A T THIS OFFICE.-

A ll H o lld I io u t lie r .

HATS

Manufactured from the best wheat by the most
Improved Facilities.
Quality Guaranteed.

CAPS.

Shoes.

CORN,
OATS,
•
BRAN,
MIDDLINGS,
RYE BRAN,
•LINSEED MEAL, Ac.

S L O W E S T CASH PRICES,
and

Good, clear Wheat received at all times.

F ur.

J. H. LANDES.

ONE B R IC E and Gash.

FLOU!R,
Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,

Agricultural Store

-SUPPLIED-

Boots

C O AL.

AND CAKE MEAL.

CORN

New Store !

-

Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison's
Town and Country Paint,-^-second to none in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.,

HEHCH’ S Patent CULTIVATOR

EXECUTED

-

COLLEGEVILLE
Can be found all the latest and most improved
Agricultural Machinery, including

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

C O A L.

OA T S, L IN S E E D M E A L ,

------A T T H E —

Township of Hatfield, at the public bouse of
Oliver Althouse; on Friday, August 1, from 9 to
3;

PATENTS

H E E 5 N E E & SO N S,

Body M o q u et......................................... *1.50, *1.75
Hall and Stair to match........25, 40, 50, 75c. *1.00
Schuylkill co., Prison EagCarpet. ..45,50,60,75c

MARBLE WORKS!

3.

SHALL WE PRUNE IN AUTUMN?
To the above question, which comes
8 t CO., of th« Scikntific American , con
from several subscribers, we say, deci MUNN
tinue to *ct as Solicitors for Patents, Caveat*. Trade
Copyrights, for th e United States, Canada.
dedly, yes, provided the question ap Marks,
England, Franoe, Germany, etc. Hand Book about
Patents sent free. T hlrtr-seren years* experience.
plies to newly-planted trees—those set
Patents obtained through MUNN k CO. are noticed
In the SciXNTino A merican , th e largest, best, and
last spring or within a few years. The
most widely circulated scientific paper. 93.30a year.
Weekly. Splendid engravings an a Interesting in
formation. Specimen copy of the S cientific A m er*
sooner such trees have-their final shape
le a n sent free. Address MUNN A CO., Scientific
A merican Office, 961 Broadway, New York. >
given to them, the better. This should
have been done when they were planted;
but, between the hurry of spring work T H E POPULAR
and the timidity of the inexperienced,
DINING ROOMS,
who are afraid to cut, trees are quite
Under
Acker's Building, 8wede Street, near
too often set out just as they come from
Main, Norristown,
the nursery. Such trees must sooner
H A R R Y B . L O N G , Proprietor,
or later be put into their final shape
Is the place to go to get anything: you may de
for bearing, and the sooner this is done sire iu the eating line, prepared in the best style,
moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest
the better. Some books on fruit cul at
and best in town, done up in every style. Remem
ture, the French especially, give dia ber the place and favor it with your patronage
when in town.
grams to show how the tree should be
shaded. These are well enough as sug
JO SEPH ST O N E ,
gestions, but as no two trees grow pre
cisely alike, the only guides in such C A R P E T W E A V E R ,
matters arc a general idea of the laws
P E R K IO H E N B R ID G E .
which regulate .tree growth and com
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
mon sense in their application. Work
Satisfaction guaranteed.. Good Rag Carpet for
ing to pattern cannot be followed. If sale at reasonable prices.

T h e L arg est a n d B e st S e l e c t e d S tock o p R ich est Cot,okings w e e v e r O f f e r e d .
Ingrain, Carpet..........................25, 31, 35, 40, 50c.
E xtraIngrain.. ........................ 65, 75, 85c. to *1.00
Trpestry Brussels---- 75, 80, 85, 90c., *1.00, *1.00

-AT THE STORE OF-

We have just opened in the store room
next to the Post office, a very good assortment
of first-class

worthy of consideration by farmers house of M i Engle, on Tuesday, August 8, from
12.
cultivating simitar soils.! sandy loam 8 to
Township of Moofeland, upper, at the public
house
of Ttiomas Dattce, op Tuesday, August 8,
with clay subsoil.
I t must be remem
ffoUi 1 ttt 4.
bered. however, that this question of
Towliship o f Abihgton, at the public bOnre of
Gottman; on Wednesday, A ugust«, from
fertilization Is one each* farmer has to 9Charles
to 3>
Borough
of Jenkintown, at the pnhiie house of
decide more or less for himself, so. va
F. Cottinan, on Thursday, August 7, from 10
riable are the requirements of different J.
to 3.
Township of Cheltenham, at the public house
soils. It ought also to be borne in
of L. C. Clayton, on Friday, August 8, from 8 to
mind that, while high fertilising and 8. *
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
thorough tillage render it possible to before
the 15th day of September, 1884, will be
grow highly remunerative crops with given into the hands of a collector, when 5 per
cent, will be added for collection, as per act of
energy and good management, without Asssembly.
HENBY A. COLE,
these characteristics,- the fanner who
Treasurer of Montgomery County.
fertilizes his land heavely may not County Treasurer’s Office, 1
Norristown, May 26, 1884. >
make it pay.

IF YOU WANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
MACHINES GO TO

ENTERPRISE

Iu pursuance of an Act o f Assembly approved
March 17th, 1868, and supplementary acts there
to, the Treasurer of Montgomery county will
meet the tax-payers of said county, at the follow
ing named times and places, for the purpose of
receiving the State and County Taxes, for the
year 1884, assessed in their respective districts,
viz :
Township of Lower Salford, at the public
house of V. 8. Ziegler, on Friday, July 25, from
9 to 3.
Township of Pcrkiomen, west, at the public
bouse o f David H. Bean, on Monday, July 28,
from 9 to 3.
•
Township of Perkiomen, east, at the public
house o f Michael S. Croll, on Tuesday, July 29,
from 9 to 3.
Borough of Lansdale, at the public house of
A. G. Freed, on Wednesday, July 80, from 9 to 3.
Township of Franconia, at the public house of
Gideon N. Nice, on Thursday, July 31, from 9 to

Township of Towamenciq, at the public bouse
of A- S. Bickcl, on Saturday, August 3, from 10
to 8.
Borough of Hatboro, *t the public house of
John B. Jones, on Monday. August 4,10 to 8,

CARPET SPECIALTY.

EXTRAORDINARY

B A R G A IN S
Housekeepers, Young and Old, if you desire to
save money visit my

Furniture Ware-Rooms,
On Road leading from Skippackville to College
ville, 1% miles from the former place.

A ll Kinds of New and Second*
Hand Furniture

At the Very Lowest Prices,
Chamber Suits,
•
Cottage Suits,
Parlor Suits,
Lounges,
. Bedsteads,
Mattresses,
• Bed Springs,
Marple Top Tables,
Extensive Tables,
Dining and Breakfast Tables,’
Book Cases,
Bureaus,
Side Boards,
Sinks,
All kinds o f
Chairs,&c.
All kinds o f second-hand
Furniture.
Old furniture taken in exchange for new, such
as comer cupboards, cases of drawers, desk s,I
high case clocks, wardrobes, &c. Books bought
and sold printed by Christopher Sauer. You are
welcome to come and examine my goods,whether
you purchase or not..

Geo. B. Betwiler.
------¡C A L L A T T H E :- —

I It. G0TTSIIAU, Manager.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

COLLEGEVILLE

=1 M IL L S I=

Harness Emporium,
Upper Providence Square Pa.,

JOHN G. DETWILER Proprieter.
[Successor to Jos. G. Gotwals]

“PROVIDENCE

At the Collegeville

Grist and Merchant
Mill
ALWAYS FIND

YOU WILL

-A FULL LINE OF-

Family Flour,
Superfine Flour,
Graham and Rye Flour.
Also, CORN and OATS, WHEAT BRAN, RYE
BRAN, Wheat Middlings, Corn Chop, Mixed
Chop. Always a good supply on hand. I thank
the public for past favors and solicit future
patronage.

S. T . S . W a g n e r .

FARM ERS
Take Notice.

E h rin C hief !

Where you will find a large supply of

CHOICE FAMILY FLOUR,
Corn, O ats, W heat
and Screanings.
Corn Meal, Bran, Middlings,
Linseed Meal, Sugar^edrn Feed,

INDEPENDENT’ ]

H O M IN Y F E E D M E A L ,

The undersigned takes pleasure in announc
ing to the public that he is prepared to fill all
orders for Harness at short notjee anil at reason
able prices. GOOD MATERIAL and WORK
MANSHIP. A full stock o f .
One o f the best Local, Family and General B L A N K E T S ,
newspapers published.
Now is the time to i
T O P -C O V E R S,
subscribe.
IM P R O V E D C O L L A R S ,
W H IP S , die.,
All kinds of Harness Oil, and a supply o f all
kinds o f goods pertaining to the business.
Repairing done in the best manner. Satisfac
tion guaranteed to all.

COLLEGEVILLE

BAKERY!
J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.
Fresh

Bread, Rolls &c.,

In addition to the above, a full stock o f Lubri
cating and Machine Oils, Coal and Headlight
Oil. Also cigars and Tobacco.

John G. Betwiler.
COLLEGEVILLE
j^A R R IA G E

JVORKS !

Thé Fine Road Statlion

Will make thé season at the Owner's Stables,
Limerick-Square, each day o f the week, except
ing Thursday, which day he will stand at the
public house o f N. B. Fryer, Potfstowh, Pa.
Ehrin Chief is a dark Chestnut, in color, 16
hands high, and for style and actioil cannot be
beat in the State. Ehrin Chief was sired by
Toronto Chief, o f Canada, having a record of
9 2 0, Terms : *10,
L T, MILLER.

Yerkes Grain, Flour, Feed & Coal Depot.

EVERT- MORNING.

Special Bargains in Jump-Seat, Brewster SideBar and Limken Side-Bar

Having the latest most .improved ahd conven
ient facilities for handling feed -with the la east
possible cost. I am enabled to defy competition
in the sale Of all kinds of feed and grain, will
not be undersold by anyone. SppAAlso a large
and well selected stock of the best L E H IG H
and S C H U Y L K IL L COAL.

A . C. L A N D E S .

J. M. Albertson & Sons.,
B

A

N

K

E

R

S

,

N orristow n, Pa.

Interest Paid on Deposits.
M ONEY TO LOAN.

STOCKS

anu BONDS

B O U G H T A N D SO L D .

ADIES 1

IC E C R E A M !
Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

M A L T SPR O U TS,

Now on band. Best material, best work
manship, lowest prices.
W. II. BLANCHFORD,
Collegeville, Pa.

The Fall Styles are now out in Frizzes, Combs,
&c. We have a large stock on hand. Plenty of
good and cheap Switches. Nets and pins of
every description. Combings made up and hair
bought.
E. M. AUGE,
16 E. Main Street, Norristown, f a -

